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a
Volume 1XXXXVII No. 95 In Our 97th Year
George Atkins To Be Speaker
At Local Secretaries Banquet
George L. Atkins, Kentucky State
Auditor of Public Accounts, will be the
featured speaker on Thursday, April 22,
for the fifth annual Executive Night
banquet sponsored by the Murray
Chapter of The National Secretaries
Association (International).
To be held in the ballroom of the
Waterfield Student Union Building on
the Murray State University campus
beginning at 7 p. m., the winners of the
Secretary Of The Year and Boss Of The
Year will be announced at this time.
Atkins, a native of Hopkinsville and
mayor from 1972-76, earned the B. S.
degree at the University of Kentucky in
1963. He is a partner in Atkins Dairy,
Inc., and Tom C. Jones Insurance, both
in Hopkinsville.
Atkins is a member of the Citizens
Advisory_ Committee of the Department
of Education's Minimum Foundation
Program, the Citizens Advisory
Committee of the Kentucky
Educational Television, the United
States and Kentocky Chamber of
Commerce, and the Frankfort Rotary
Club.
He is the immediate past president of
the University of Kentucky National
Alumni Association, former director of
Kentucky Municipal League, a former
member of the Executive Committee
for Kentucky Young Democrats, state
campaign director for Ford for United
George L. Atkins
States Senate Campaign, and was two-
term president of the Hopkinsville
Chamber of Commerce.
Atkins was one of five Outstanding
Young Men of Kentucky in 1973, and
was elected State Auditor of Public
Accounts for the Commonwealth of
Kentucky in November, 1975.
He and his wife, the former Sue Ann
Page fo Lexington, have three children,
Page Elaine, 11, Ashlee Ann, 9, and
George L. III (Chip), 5. The family lives
in Lawrenceburg.
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 21, 1976
15 Per Copy Two Sections - 22 Pages
First Quarter Inflation Rate
Lowest In Almost Four Years
WASHINGTON (AP) - Falling
prices at the gasoline pump and 
the
third big monthly drop in grocery cost
s
held the rise in consumer prices to two-
tenths of a per cent in March, th
e
government said today.
The March increase compared with
February's consumer price rise of one-
tenth of a per Cent and an increase o
f
four-tenths of a per cent in January.
The January-to-March figures lef
t
consumers with the lowest three-month
inflation rate in almost four years.
The Labor Department said the in-
crease for the three months ending i
n
March - a seasonally adjusted annual
rate of 2.9 per cent was the smallest
three-month increase since June 1972.
It compared with an average increase
of about 7 per cent for each calendar
quarter in 1975.
Lower beef prices led the decline at
grocery counters where prices fell
another 1.2 per cent in March. Grocery
prices fell 1.5 per cent in February after
a decline of four-tenths of a per cent in
January.
Gasoline Prices fell 1.3 per cent in-
stead of moving up as they usually do in
March.
The cut in the nation's inflation rate
Tappan First Quarter Results
$ubstantially Better Than '75
'MANSFIELD, OHIO-The Tappan
Company has announced its first
quarter 1975 operating results are
substantially improved over first
quarter 1975 performance and reflect a
continuation of the Company's sales
and earnings turnaround. Highlights
for the first quarter include:
-Net sales: $61.2 million, up 27.2 per
cent from $48.1 million in 1975
-Pretax earnings: $.9 million,
compared to a $3.5 million pretax loss
in 1975
-Net earnings: $.9 million, or $.31
per share, compared to a net loss of $1.8
million, or $.58 per share, in 1975.
This year's first quarter net earnings
reflect:
-$0.6 million, or $.19 per share,
before prior years' federal income tax
benefit
-$.3 million, or $.12 per share,
federal income tax benefit from
utilization of prior years' investment
tax credit and operating loss carry
Cloudy and Mild
Showers and thundershowers ending
this morning. Partly cloudy and mild
this afternoon and tonight. High today
in the low 70s. Low tonight in the mid to
upper 40s. Sunny and mild Thursday,
high in the upper 60s and low 70s.
Friday partly cloudy and mild.
forwards relating to The F. H. Lawson
Company, a wholly-owned subsidiary.
D. C. Blasius, president, commented:
"The first quarter of 1975 was beset
with rapidly declining sales as the
economic recession was reaching its
bottom. This condition, when combined
the year ea,her, and pipduction ac-
tivity is commensurate with the sales
rate.
''Despite the continued production
dislocation from the Muray, Kentucky
(See Tappan, Page 9)
with The Tappan Company's inventory School Boardreduction program, resulted in
significant manufacturing plant under-
utilization causing heavy operating
losses. In 1976, sales of all product
categories are up substantially from
Ann Gregory To
Perform On KET
Miss Ann Gregory, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Gregory of Murray, will
be one of the featured piano solists on
the television show over Kentucky
Educational Television tonight
Wednesday) from seven to eight p. m.
The Murray girl will be featured from
the contest for the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Club which was taped on
April 7. She was the winner of the
student piano contest for the Murray
Woman's Club and the student piano
contest winner for the First District of
the KFWC held at Marshall County
High School. Five piano contestants
will be featured on the hour long show
tonight.
Meets Thursday
A review of computerized personnel
reporting, transportation, and school
drop-outs will be presented to the
Murray Independent Board of
Education at its regularly scheduled
meeting Thursday, April 20, at 7:00
p.m. at the board office building. The
report will be presented by Willie F.
Jackson, director of pupil personnel.
Also on the agenda for the meeting
will be:
-Consideration of a cooperative
program with Murray State for the
training of prospective teachers:
-A recommendation on the salary
schedule for 1976-77;
-Staff recommendations;
-A report on the National School
Board Association from board vice-
chairman M. H. Ryan, and;
-A report from Supt. Fred Schultz
concerning the status of the calendar
and the budget committee.
has exceeded even the most optimistic
projections, but the Ford ad-
ministration had cautioned that the
declines in food and fuel are not likely
to be sustained.
Maynard Comiez, acting chief
economist for the Commerce Depar-
tment, said in an interview before the
price report was issued that food-and
gasoline prices were beginning to climb
higher.
"I don't expect to see a sharp reac-
celeration in prices, but I do think we
might see some increases larger than
we have been getting," he said.
Despite the slowing of inflation, the
purchasing power of the average
American worker fell seven-tenths of a
per cent in March because weekly
earnings were held back by a reduction
in working hours. However, over the
year purchasing power was up 4.3 per
cent.
The Consumer Price Index stood at
City Council
Meets Thursday
The first reading of an ordinance
revising City of Murray privilege
license schedules will take place at the
regular meeting of the Murray Com-
mon Council which will be held Thur-
sday at 7 p.m. in City Hall.
Other items scheduled to be
discussed include:
-A bid request for the street paving
program;
-Bids on re-roofing of the City Hall
building;
-The resignation of deputy city clerk
Mayre Palmer;
-And, the employment of one person
to fill a Vacancy on the Fire Depart-
ment staff.
Prior to the regular meeting, the City
Hall renovation committee will meet at
;c.m.
167.5 in March, meaning that it cost rate than in recent
 years.
consumers $167.50 to buy the same
variety of goods and services
purchased for $100 in 1967. Over the
past year, prices have risen 6.1 per
cent, the smallest gain in any 12-month
period since the year ending July, 1973.
The Agriculture Department
reported earlier this month that con-
sumer food prices on the average held
steady early this year, but cautioned
shoppers to expect increases in the
coming months, although at a slower
Although Agriculture Department
officials so far have declined to predict
food prices beyond mid-year, previous
estimates indicated that consumers
might see food costs go up an average
of 5 to 6 per cent over the entire 12
months, compared with a gain of 8.5 per
cent in 1975.
The leveling off o food prices was
largely due to sharp declines in meat




Superlatives for the Senior Class of
Calloway County High School have
been elected by students at the school.
The winners include the following:
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED -
Kathy Calhoun, daughter of Mrs. Paul
Calhoun and the late Mr. Calhoun;
Randy Herndon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Herndon.
MOST COOPERATIVE - Betty
Todd, daughter of Etna Todd and Lewis
Todd; Greg Byars, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Byars.
BEST PERSONALITY - Diane
McCuiston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McCuiston; 0. B. Garland, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bub Garland.
MOST DIGNTFIED - Theresa
Dover, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. B.
Dover; Kerry Stone, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Stone.
MOST STUDIOUS - Linda Avery,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Avery;
Rodney Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Jones.
MOST TALENTED - Vicki
Weatherford, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Weatherford; Sharon Buchanan,
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Loyd
Buchanan; Gary McClure, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd McClure.
BEST LOOKING - Sherry Morris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Teddy
Morris; Barry Joseph. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph.
BEST DRESSED - Sandy Bibb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bibb;
Lance Hooks, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kelsie Hooks.
MOST ATHLETIC - Becky Imes,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Imes; David Williams, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Williams.
MOST LAKER SPIRIT - Sandy
Gray, daughter of Peggy Garland and
Charles Gray; Ken Orr Brandon. son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Brandon.
CLASS CLOWNS -- Maresa
Buchanan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Buchanan; David Rudolph, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rudolph.
MOST POPULAR - Peggy Rogers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers;
Danny Brittam, son of Betty Darnell
and Virgil Brittain.
Photos of the superlatives appear on
page 15 of today's Murray Ledger &
Times.
A Plant Sale for the benefit of the Senior Citizens Green
house at the Center at 1620 West Main Street will be held
Friday, April 23, between the hours of nine a.m. and 
one p.m. All types of flower plants and tomato plants will be on
sale. Shown preparing for the sale in the photo at 
left are, left to right, Velma Rose, Alma Cooper, Ruth Nanny, and
Lillie Miller, and in the bottom photo, Billie Hall, Me
me Mattingly, Flora Ford, and Jo Hancock The public is urged to
visit the center on Friday for plants, a spokesman sa
id.
McCuiston, Lewis, Johnson and Vinson Headline Alumni Banquet
The executive officers of the Murray
State Alumni Association are expecting
the largest attendance in history at its
Golden Anniversary Reunion Saturday,
April 24.
Alumni Director Mancil Vinson
requests that all reservations be mailed
or phoned to his office as soon as
possible. R. William Taylor, "50,
Executive Vice President and General
Manager of the Society of Manufac-
turing Efigineers, will be the featured
speaker at the Alumni Banquet at 6:30
p.m. in Waterfield Union, April 24.
The weekend events will mark the
50th Anniversary of the Alumni
Association as well as the Golden
Anniversary of the class of 1926. The
Murray State Alumni Association was
organized on June 1. 1926, immediately
following the Commencement exer-
James Johnson
ciyes in the Chapel.
Tribute will be paid to the 12 mem-
bers of the first degree class of 1926. Six
of these will be present at the reunion.
Six are deceased. In addition to this
Golden Anniversary Class, the alumni
of the class of 1951 will hold their Silver
Anniversary ( 25 years 1 at the same
time and place.
Officials and members of the Alumni
Council include the following: Mancil
Vinson, Director of Alumni Affairs;
James H. Johnson, Owensboro, in-
cumbent president; Richard Lewis,
Benton, who will take office as
president Saturday; Pat M. McCuiston,
Pembroke, currently vice president
and president elect; Sid Easley,
Murray, new vice-president.
The five new members of the Alumni
Council are: Rex E. Alexander, Murray
State; Floyd Burdette, Martin, Tenn.;
Marilyn R. Mitchell, Lake City; Dr.
William M. Rowlett, Hopkinsville;
Peggy S. Shroat, Smithland.
They succeed Jack S. Anderson,
Mayfield, and Dr. Ronald L. Babb,
Ronald W. Beshear, Joe Dick, and Mrs.
Finney Hart, all of Murray, whose
terms expire May 31.
The man chiefly responsible for
Murray State's Alumni reunions,
scholarship programs, awards, fund
drives and membership growth is
Director of Alumni Affairs, Mancil J.
Vinson, Class of 1948.
Director Vinson received the B. S. in
Agriculture from Murray State and the
MS in Agriculture Education at the
University of Kentucky. From 1956 to
1968, he was Assistant Commissioner in
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture. Frankfort Since 1968 he
has been Director of Alumni Affairs at
Murray-State and in 1971 he served as
Special Assistant to the President.
Sen. Pat McCuiston
Mr. Vinson was director of the
Division of Markets in the State
Department of Agriculture 195.3-1956. At
Murray the Agriculture Department
named him the "Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus" in 1965.
He is a member of theBaptist Church
and the Murray Rotary Club as well as
many state, civic and community
organizations. He was director of the
Kentucky Purebred Livestock
Improvement Association 1962-68, and
Kentucky Chairman of the American
Food for Peace Council in 1961.
Mr Vinson played a leading and
vigorous role, along with Prof. E. B
Howton and the University Agriculture
Department, in establishing the •A
Carman Livestock Pavilion on the
Richard H. Levi
College Farm. He is a member of
Gamma Sigma Delta (Honor Society of
Agriculture) and Phi Delta Kappa
(Professional Educators Society). His
wife is Anne Stephen Vinson. Their son
Mark is a student in high school.
James "Peanuts" Johnson, Class of
1941, assistant superintendent at the
Owensboro City Schools, is the in-
cumbent president of the Murray State
University Alumni Association. He will
be succeeded to the presidency on April
24 by Richard H. Lewis of Benton, who
has been president-elect for the past
term.
Center and co-captain of the 1940
football team at Murray State, Mr.
Johnson was named all KIAC and a
member of Colliers Littl A ncan
te' in 1940. He holds the RS and .
degrees (nail Murray State
He is a member and past president of
the Kentucky Association of School
Business Officials and past state
director of the Southeastern
Association of School Business officials.
A member of the First Baptist
Church, he is a past president of the
Owensboro Lions Club. His former wife
(deceased) was formerly Inda Lou
Pryor, 1941 graduate of Murray State.
Their two sons are Mike Johnson and
Jerry Johnson. Mike is a graduate of
Murray State and Jerry was graduated
from Indiana University.
Mr. Johnson is now married to
Sterling Kirk Johnson, and their home
is 2002 Littlewood Drive, Owensboro.
Ky.
State Senator Pat McCuiston, Class of
1939, will be installed as president elect
of the Murray State University Alumni
Association at the reunion and banquet
April 24. A prominent banker, business
man and legislator, Mr. McCuiston,
whose home is in Pembroke, Ky., is
currently vice president of the Murray
Alumni. He was born ks' K irksey in
Calloway County.
Now serving his second Term as
Senator from the Third District, he has
been teacher, coach, principal,
president of the Kentucky Chamber of
Comrnerce Executive Association,
president of the Hopkinsville Rotary
Club, and for many years active in the
Baptist Church. He is active in many
clubs and community organizations
Mr. McCuiston for 17 years has been
president of Planters Bank of Todd
County. In the Legislature he has
played a leading role in the promotion
of important bills, uccluding the
sponsorship of the movement to locate
a Veterinary Medical School at Murray
Richard ft. Lewis. Class of 1960,
executive assistant to Governor Julian
Carroll, Frankfort, will assume the
office of president of the Murray State
Alumni Association at the annual
banquet and reunion April 24.
A native of Caldwell County, he has
his home in Benton where he is a
member of the law firm of Lovett &
Lewis. He has been a member of the
Kentucky House of Representatives of
the Sixth District and in 1970 he was
selected as "Outstanding Freshman
Representative."
Mr. Lewis received his law degree
from the University of Kentucky in
1965. In Marshall County he has served
as president of the Lions Club,
secretary-treasurer of the Chamber of
Commerce and Benton City Attorney.
He and his wife, the former Martha
Cunningham, have three daughters.
•41,-
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The Murray High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
Tuesday, April 13, at 5:45 p.m.
in the high school cafeteria.
Beth Outland, president,




1973-74, Selwyn Schultz, state
parliamentarian 1973-74,
-Martha McKinney, chapter
president 1974-75, and student
teachers, Mrs. Ann Caldwell
and Miss Arrahwanna Blake.
Delegates to the Kentucky
State FHA meeting April 25-26
at Galt House, Louisville,
were chosen. Girls voted on
were those currently working
an their state degrees. Teresa
Cunningham and Jan Outland
were chosen to attend along
with Beth Outland and ad-
visor, Mrs. Lucy Lilly. •
The program was presented
by Miss Kennedy and Miss
Schultz who showed slides in
careers in home economics
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Misses Kennedy And Schultz
Present Murray FHA Program
and the wide selection of job
opportunities this profession
offers.
Advisors present were Mrs.




The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met at the
home of Maggie Paschall on
Monday evening, April 12, for
the regular monthly meeting
with Modelle Miller,
president, presiding.
Laura Jennings opened the
meeting with prayer. The
devotion, "Steps," was given
by Mrs. Miller who read her
scripture from Psalms 37:23
and Job 15:16. She also read a
poem on -My Saviour." The
minutes and treasurer's
report were by Mrs. Alma
McNeely.
The meeting was closed
with a Bible Quiz led by
Pauline Wainscott.
A social hour was held with
refreshments being served by
Mrs. Paschall.
One visitor was Miss Darrell
Paschall. Other members
present were Mrs. Willie
Garland, Mrs. Zella Covington
and Mrs. Myrtle Cassey.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
Baked Fish Baked Potatoes
Green Peas Cole Slaw
Ice Cream with Chocolate
Sauce
CHOCOLATE SAUCE
You can serve it hot or cold
I cup instant cocoa rrux
ui cup heavy cream
3 tablespoons light corn
syrup
in a 1-quart saucepan, stir-
ring constantly, gently heat to-
gether all the ingredients just
to boiling. Serve hot sauce will
be thin) or chilled sauce will
be thick). Makes about I cup,
in ALISTAIR MACLEAN'S




GLEN DA (ACK SON
1 MICHAEL CAINEco HELMUT BERGER
RAY Open Every WO
tejl Open 6:45, Start 7:15
The Student Body" (R)
"The Student Teachers R
Wednesday, April 21
Special auction on Channel
11 TV from seven p.rn, to
midnight with Gary
Reedemeier as auctioneer
with items from local mer-
chants donated. 'Proceeds to
MSU TV.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church
Women will meet with Cindy
Hale at 7:30 p.m.
All-Campus Sing will be on
west steps of Murray State
University Library at 4:30
p.m.
Senior recital of Randal D.
Wilson, Elizabethtown, tenor,
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Farrell




Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of the
Blood River Association will
meet at Spring Creek Baptist
Church at severip.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Henson of Mayfield announce the
engagement of their daughter, Theresa Ann, to Ronnie
Michael Adams, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Adams, also of
Mayfield.
Miss Henson is a 1973 graduate of Mayfield High School, andis employed at Perel and Lowenstein in Mayfield. Her mater-nal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Milum Stephenson and
paternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Henson of
Mayfield.
Mr. Adams, a 1972 graduate of Mayfield High School, is at-
tending Murray State University. He is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Boyce McCuiston, Murray Route Five and Mrs. Con-
nie Adams and the late Hafford Adams of Murray.
The wedding will be an event of June 25, at seven p.m. at the
First Baptist Church in Mayfield. Rev. Fred Alexander will of-
ficiate.
Invitations are being sent to out-of-towai friends andrelatives. All friends and relatives are invited to attend boththe wedding and the reception, which will follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Paris Road Homemakers Club
Meets At Home Of Mrs. Roach
The Paris Road
Homemakers Club met on
Tuesday, April 13, at one p.m.
in the home of Mrs. Margaret
Roach with the president,
Mrs. Topsy Brandon,
presiding.
Mrs. Lucille Grogan gave
the devotion reading Psalms
19:1 and 24:1. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt
called the roll and gave the
financial report.
"Cancer Prevention" was
the subject of the lesson





Baby Boy Hutchens (mother
Regina G.), Rt. 1, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Miss Edmonia Spann, 709 S.
3rd., Murray, Andy G. Rick-
man, Rt. 7, Box 702, Murray,
Robert E. Prescott, Rt. 8, Box
705, Murray, Porter Bramlett,
Box 8, Hazel, Miss Blinda R.
Bayles, 1514 Glendale Rd.,
Murray, Frank Michuda, 411
Westwood, Paris, In., Mrs.
Shirley A. Knight, Rt. 3,
Murray, Alfred R. Duncan,
1901 Gatesboro, Murray, J. C.
Dunn, 706 Earl Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Helen F. Brandon, 523 S.
11th.. Murray, Donald T.
Page, 500 N. 7th., Murray,
George P. Garland, Rt. 5,
Murray Miss Corinne H.
McNutt, 712 Main St., Murray,
Mrs. Henrietta Curry, 102
Spruce Murray, Mrs.
Mayrtlene Cherry, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Carol A.
Yates, 908 N. 16th., Murray,
Claude M. §loan, P. 0. Box
274, Puryear, Tn., Morris R.
Futrell, Box 573, Cadiz, In.,
Solon F. Darnell, 113 S. 10th.,
Murray, Ovie I, Webb, Rt. 1,
Box 36, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Mary
L. McDaniel, 1214 Dogwood,
Murray, Mrs. Margie S.
Fulton, .14. 4.. Muss ay ,,,..lames
S. McCarty, Box 297, Ten-
nessee Ridge, In.
Thursday, April 22
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet on the club grounds at
7:30 p.m.
Faculty Brass Ensembles
concert will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
MSU.
West Kentucky Life
Underwriters will meet at
Mayfield Holiday Inn at 11:45
a. in.
Friday, April 23
State convention of Alpha
Delta Kappa will' be in Room
206, Stewart Stadium, MSU,
all day Friday, until noon
Saturday.






will open at the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU, and
continue through April 30.
Joint junior recital of John
Goode, Cadiz, trumpet, and
Doug Kent, Park Forest, Ill.,
trumpet, will be at 4:30 p.m. at
Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Janet E. Gascolgne,
Jackson, Tenn., clarinet, will
be presented in a recital at
seven p.m. and James C.
Patton, Muldraugh, senior
trumpet recital, at 8:15 p.m.
at Farrell Recital Hall, MSU.
Entertainment ex-
travaganza will be sponsored
by Murray High School Band
Boosters Club at 7:45 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Movie marathon will begin
at ten p.m. at Winslow
Cafeteria, MSU, with charge
being one dollar per person.
Joanna Hawkins Maclay
will be presented in a special
program at lobby of Ordway
Hall, MSU, at eight p.m.
.. Plant sale for tomatoes and
flowers will be at Senior
Citizens Center at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, from nine
a.m. to one p.m.
Friday, April 23
LaLeche League will show
films at the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is one dollar.
First biannual MSU Rodeo






will leave early for a day's bus
trip to Holly Springs, Miss.
NARFE will meet in
Chamber of Commerce
Executive Room, WOW Hall,
at 9:30 a.m.
Mother-Daughter Banquet
of First Baptist Church will be
at Fellowship Hall of the
church at six p.m. with Mrs.
Paul Mosteller as speaker.
Saturday, April 24
Bake Sale will be held at
Roses starting at ten a.m. by
the Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women.
Men's Style Show will be at
Southwest Elementary School
at 7:30 p.m.
Gospel Sing will be at Locust
Grove Church of Nazarene at
Kirksey at 7:30 p.m. Featured
will be the Hallmark Quartet
of Paducah.
Annual MSU Alumni
Banquet will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Waterfield Student Union
Building.
Wilson, who also directed the
recreational period.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Roach to Mesdames
Amy Wilson, Topsy Brandon,
Reble Steely, Lucille Hart,
Alice Steely, Blaine White,





The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Lula White





Baby Girl Bucy (mother
Nancy Li, Box 326, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Erma L. Wilson, 235
Riviera Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Brenda K. Joyce, Rt. 3, Box
335, Murray, Mrs. Alberta
Donelson, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Betty J. Hughes, Rt. 1, Box
249, Farmington, Mrs. Brenda
C. Reed, Rt. 5; Mayfield, Mrs.
Hyburnia E. Merrell, Box 15,
Hazel, Mrs. Judy A. Wilson,
Rt. 6, Mayfield, Miss Rhonda
I. Weatherford, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs.
Barguerite H. Lynch, 1610
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs.
Eloise Lee, Box 97, Hardin,
Robert 1.. Waters, Rt. 4, Box
24, Murray, Mrs. Sandra M.
Rogers, P. 0. Box 21, Murray,
Mrs. Shirley R. Buchanan, Rt.
6, Box 131, Murray, Mrs. Alice
K. Steele, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Ethelene Ahart, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Vicky Madding, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Brenda D. McNutt
and Baby Boy, 1405 West
Main, Murray, Mrs. Bonnie D.
Kerr, Almo, Mrs. Hortense A.
Cunningham, 205 Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca K
Plumlee, 2226Ls Broadway,
Paducah, Ronald M.
Williams, Rt. 1, Springville,
canaoy,s„,p,.
Rox 454, Murray, Mrs. Alice L.
Steely, Hardin.
Cub Scout Pack 76 of North
elementary School will have
Its Pinewood Derby at the sc-
hool at 6:30 p.m. Public
Invited.
ReGeneration singing
group will present a concert at
Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
7:30 p.m., sponsored by
Baptist Student Union.
ROTC Awards Day
Ceremony will be at 3:30 p.m.
at University - School
Auditorium
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Suitor Citizens with
slides of Europe to be shown
by Rev. Martin Mattingly and
Meme Mattingly at 10:30 a.m.,
sack lunch at noon, and table
games at one p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association will
have its Executive Night





























































































Murray High Ti-Alpha will
sponsor a car wash for Easter
Seals at 641 Super Shell, South
12th Street, from nine a.m. to
four p.m.
MSU Rodeo continues at
Center on College Farm Road
at eight p.m.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its







Mitchell W. Ford, Box 74,
Dexter, Mrs. Ruby M.
Eldridge, Rt. 8, Box 38,
Murray, Mrs. Nancy L. Bucy
and Baby Girl, Box 326,
Mayfield, Mrs. Regina G.
Hutchens and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Eunice Futrell, Box
635, Cadiz, Charles McKinnis,
1606 Miller, Murray, Samuel
P. Chilcutt, 1101 Lone Oak
Rd., Paris, Tn., Dean E.
Cherry, 722 Fairlane, Murray,
Mrs. Betty G. Reed, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Sherman Jines, New
Concord, Ralph E. Darnell,
Rt. 1, Box 205, Farmington,
Mrs. Linda Kendall, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Norma J. Hale,
Rt. 3, Mayfield, Mrs. Martha
F. Hill, Rt. 5, Murray, William
J. Gibson, 302 N. 8th., Murray,
Gernie L. 13azzell, Rt. 1,
Murray, Alfred C. Brown,
Hazel, Charlie A. Green, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Cecil L. Clark,
1308 Chickasaw, Paris, In.,
Albert P. Farris, Rt. 5, Box
289, Murray, William H
Morgan (expired), Rt. 6,
Murray.
dealer for this
oreo for the famous
Levolor
Lorentzen
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Loci Bete Sigma Phi Chapters to
Celebrite SorOty Anne'versary
Beta Sigma Phi, a social,
cultural and service
organization for women, plans
the celebration of the 45th
Anniversary of its founding.
Celebrations will take place
in the 24 countries in which the
organizations 250,000 mem-
bers in 12,000 chapters exist.
The organization is net con-
nected with any school or
college and is non-political
and non-sectarian. The
keynote of Beta Sigma Phi is
friendship.
Chapters of five different
degrees meet the growing
needs of various age groups.
Members are active in small
chapter groups and each
chapter adapts the plans for
socials, civic, and service and
cultural activities to fit the
interests of its members.
When Beta Sigma Phi
events or civic endeavors are
larger than one chapter can
plan alone, all chapters in a
city' or area may combine
their strength. There are State
Conventions each year which
any member may attend.
Internationally the chapters
have created three special
funds: The International Loan
fund, through which members
help one another; the Inter-
national Endowment Fund,
throughk which $1,141,924.00
has been donated to cancer
research, cystic fibrosis,
homes for under-privileged
children, and many other
causes; and the Exemplar
Fund, which helps to support
Literacy Village in India.
The Founder's Day
celebration in Murray on April
23 for Gamma Gamma and
April 29 for Xi Alpha Delta
marks the 45th Anniversary' of
the founding. The organization
was founded in Abilene,
Kansas, by Walter W. Ross.
The Anniversary will be ob-
served by the two chapters
here in Murray and by all
other Chapters around the
world.
Miss Cindy McDaniel Honored
Al- Shower, Community Room
Miss Cindy McDaniel,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles T. McDaniel of
Murray, and May 15th bride-
elect of Chappell Harris,
Dallas, North Carolina, was
honored with a miscellaneous
shower recently in the
C,omrnunity Room of the
Hopkinsville Federal Savings
and Loan Building.
Pink and white decorations
of bridal bouquet designs
covered the serving table,
centered with a matching
bride and groom statuette and




Twelve members of the
Esther Sunday School Class of
the Memorial Baptist Church
met at seven p.m. on Monday,
April 12, at the home of Mrs.
Iadean Spann with Mrs.
Margaret Taylor, president,
presiding.
Psalms 25 was the scripture
read by Mrs. Spann with
prayer being led by Mrs.
Taylor. The secretary's report
was read by Mrs. Margaret
Jones. Class members
reported on their visits to
shutins and selected new
names for visitation and
telephone calls.
Named to the April Com-
mittee for Meals on Wheels
were Mrs. Lois Sanderson,
Mrs. Verna Mae Stubblefield,
Mrs. Margaret Taylor, Mrs.
Louise Phillips, and Mrs. Eris
Carter.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Nell Culpepper.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Spann.
served cake, punch, nuts and
mints.
Forty-seven people attended
or sent gifts which were
displayed on a table covered
with matching decor.
Prizes for games were won
by Mrs. Robert McDaniel,
Mrs. Chester McDaniel,
paternal grandmother of Miss
McDaniel, ahd Miss Marsha
Roberts. The gifts were
presented to the bride-elect.
The i,; noree was given a
wrist corsage of pink
sweetheart rose buds and an
arm bouquet of one dollar bills
by the hostesses. They also
presented the honoree's
mother, Mrs. Charles T
McDaniel with a shoulder -
corsage of pink carnations.
Hostesses for the event were
Mrs. Ben Hopkins, Mrs. Judy
Koch, Mrs. Richard Lassiter.
Mrs. J. C. McDaniel, Mrs
Ruth Roberts, and Mrs.
Martin Wells.
If you're motoring abroad,
the car you rent may have its
speedometer in kilometers.
Remember that a kilometer
equals about five-eighths of a
mile.
* * *
If you're planning a trip to
the museum, remember that
- .51
mornings are best for seeing
paintings by natural light.
Three members of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority became full Ritual of jewels of
the organization. They are left to right, Mary Roseman,
Alice Rouse, and Debbie Horschel. Beverly Brittain
chapter president, conducted the special impressive
candlelight ceremony with each member receiving a
long stemmed yellow rose, the sorority flower.
Vows To Be Read
Miss Marcia Ruth Mercer
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. Mercer, of 420 Hayes St., Greenville,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Marcia Ruth, to Robert Ray Reynolds, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray H. Reynolds of Broolcport,
Miss Mercer received her B. S. Degree from Murray State
University in 1975 and is presently employed by the Muhlen-
berg County Board of Education.
Mr. Reynolds received his M. A. Degree in 1973 from Murray
State University and is presently employed with the Murray
Independent School System.
The wedding will be held on Saturday, June 5, at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the First Baptist Church, Greenville. Friends and
relatives are invited. No formal invitations will be sent.
.t) ea& -AM)
By Abigail Van Buren
She Says Step-son
Should Sub In
DEAR ABBY: I know I've done wrong, but please helpme because I'm in such a mess I don't know what to do.I was 15 when my mother died, so my father and I"batched it" for nearly two years. My father finally decidedto marry Neva who Was 37 and fairly nice-looking. Dad was57.
Everything would have been fine if I had had any sense,but I started fooling around with Neva when my father wasat work. Neva got pregnant. I was scared out of my wits,but Neva said she could make my father think the baby washis, so I shouldn't worry.
Neva had twin boys, and my father was the happiest manon earth. Everything was working out fine until the twinswere 8-months-old. Then, with no warning, my father had aheart attack and died. Neva and I were in a state of shockfor several days and didn't know what to do.
My father left enough insurance, cash and property forNeva and the twins to live comfortably and for me to go tocollege. Now Neva doesn't want me to go to college. Shewants me to marry her—and help her raise the twins! Shesays they are as much mine as hers. I want to do what'sright. but I don't want to. live with Neva the rest of my life.Please help me. •
TRAPPED
DEAR TRAPPED: The twins could be your father's—and legally they are his sons, so don't feel duty-bound tomarry Neva and sacrifice your college education to stayhome and help raise the boys. Keep a respectable distancefrom Neva, and with a little luck she'll find another man.
DEAR ABBY: Whenever I attend a double-ringceremony, I wonder if the bride and groom realize that thereis no justification whatsoever for a man's wearing awedding ring. •
The wedding ring is a symbol of bondage of females inmarriage. It's the last relic of the collar and shackles withwhich captive and purchased brides were and in some partsof the world still arel bound to their male masters.I quote from an old German prayer book I18881:"The wedding ring is for the bride only and is a symbol ofher bondage, subjectkon to and obedience to her master; asign that she is now no longer free and independent, but-that she is bound and chained under the mastery of herhusband."
HISTORY BUFF
DEAR BUFF: Thanks for pointing out the progresswe've made since 1888. •
DEAR ABBY: My husband says that I snore, but I knowdon't. One thing I know for certain is that HE snores: andif I don't fall asleep before he does, I am up all night. fletells ME that HE is up all night because of MY snoring,which is ridiculous because if he were up he wouldn't bekeeping ME up with his snoring.
How can we find out the truth? Don't suggest we have athird party sleep with us as I am very old-fashioned
HATTIE
DEAR HATTIE: Buy, rent or borrow a tape recorder andturn it on when you both retire. Whoever is Ruske while theother is snoring should say, "1 am awake, so YOU must besnoring'" And that should settle it'
Time to Plant Summer
Annuals!And we've got all the flowers you need! Magic Petunias inmyriad colors; Cascade Petunias for your tubs, window boxes,
anywhere you want a cascade of color; Elfin® Impatiens and
Carefree m Coleus for shady areas, also great in pots—indoors
or outdoors. Everything you need for a really beautiful garden.
Stop in now!
SHIRLEY'S GARDEN CENTER
500 Na. 4th Street 147.-ase;:4 
753-8944
 s'emgyemed
Mrs. Roy Hancock Hostess For
Suburban Homemakers Meet
The Suburban Homemakers
Club met April 12 at 7:30 p.m.
in the home of Mrs. Roy
Hancock, 1505 Belmont, with
the president, Mrs. Holmes
Dunn, presiding.
The devotion by Mrs. Max
Farley was taken from
various verses in Psaltns.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn read the
minutes and gave the
treasurer's report. Eleven
members were present for the
roll call
The president reported that
the sale of Stanly Home
Products was very successful.
She discussed the Holly
Springs trip which three
members will take on April 23,
and the Special Olympics
April 24, with two members
furnishing sandwiches for the
children.
On April 30, the "Tasting
Luncheon" will be held at the
Methodist Church and all
members plan to carry a
special dish.
"Homemakers 'Annual
Day" will be May 7 Porn ten
a.m. to one p.m. at the
Colonial House, and several
members plan to attend.
Mrs. Jack Wilson presented
the lesson on "Furniture
Arrangement" and brought
out the point that each room
should be arranged with the
family members and their
activities in mind.
Other members present
were Mrs. Leon Adams, Mrs.
Kenneth Bowen, Mrs. Robert
Hendon, Mrs. Learon
McGary, Mrs. Lenith Rogers,
and Mrs. Harry Russell.
At the close of the meeting,
Mrs. Hancock and Mrs.
Bowen served red velvet cake
with coffee, hot chocolate and
cokes.
The next meeting will be
May 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Kenneth Bowen,
Murray Route Two.
Ruth Wilson Circle Has Meet
At Lounge Of People's Bank
The regular monthly
meeting of the Ruth Wilson
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church met
Wednesday, April 14, at 7:30
p.m., in the Employee's
Lounge of the new, modern
North Branch of the People's
Bank. Co-Hostesses were Mrs.
George Fielder and Mrs.
Jessie Shoemaker.
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, chair-
man, presided _during the
business session. The minutes
were read by Mrs. James
Frank, secretary. Mrs.
Fielder, acting treasurer,
gave the financial report. The
chairman commended Mrs.
Harold Douglas and her
helpers on the job well done
for the coffee the circle served
after one of the revival ser-
vices.
It was announced that the
workshops for the bazaar
would continue to meet the
third Tuesday morning of
each month, and those who
could were urged to attend.
The group was also reminded
of the summer retreat to be
held on July 8 and 9 at Lam-
buth College in Jackson,
Term, with Rev. Lucy Norton
being the spiritual leader.
Following the business,
Mrs Frank gave the devotion
entitled, "Father, Forgive
Them." Mrs. Wilson
Presented a most interesting
and timely program on
"Easter Thoughts at Ran-
dom "
During the social hour the
hostesses served refresh-
ments to the twelve members
present. They were: Mrs. Z. C.
Erik. Mrs. Otis Erwin, Mrs.
W. P. Russell, Mrs. Maurice
Pamper sails
For soft nails that break,
sever file them after a bath or
shower because that's when
the, re at their weakest Aid
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Ot-ototitt tonal beauty salons
Man No beautiful hoir As
professional cosmetologists
we know rhof boovfilul.
froth natural skin is an





ced skin products for-
mulated specifically for your
tkin's resort needs Wherher
you hove normal skin 044y
Skin, dry skin. aging skin or
on ocna-bisienish problem
Undo Kolb. Skin Argyll, t will
be happy to GIVE YOU A
FINE SKIN ANALYSIS and
recommend this Natural
Wornon skin care service
and products you 'loped to
aoht•v• the neural glow of
health-looking. youthful
skin We guarantee results
or you money bock Como in
and see us Thursday A





Ryan, Mrs. Fred Schultz, Mrs.
John Trotter, Mrs. Keith
Kennedy, Mrs. Douglas, Mrs.
Wilson, Mrs. Frank, Mrs.
Fielder, and Mrs. Shoemaker.
Aglow Fellowship
To Meet At Ken Bar
The Women's Aglow
Fellowship of Gilbertsville
will hold its fourth monthly
meeting Tuesday. April 27.
Beginning at 10: 30.-atif", the
luncheon in the dining room of
Ken Bar Inn will be followed
by a testimony by Mrs. Mike
(Brenda) Herron'.
Mrs. Herron, who has three
young sons, is a resident of
Corydon. She and her husband
have opened a barn, the
"Sheepshed," for in-
terdenominational services on
Friday nights and Sunday
mornings, and invite speakers
from the entire country to
rruriMer there. .•
Women of all denominations
are invited to attend the .
luncheon and hear Mrs.
Herron's testimony. Children
may come with them mothers,
but no babysitter service Will
be provided.
The Gilbertsville Aglow
Fellowship is part of an in-
ternational organizalion
which began several years
ago in Seattle, Wash. It is open
to any woman who is in-
terested in meeting with other
Christian women and hearing
what the Lord is doing in their
lives, a spokesman said.
e' are happy ii' an
nounce ihat iishs










1 2 Key Boards
2 12 Voice Tabs
3 Bench Included
4 I Year Full Warranty
5 7 Year Warranty on
Tone generators
Reg 5895.00
No strings Attached!! No Gimmicks!!
We are giving away at Lowrey Organ that normally sells for






Buy Now for only. .
*You Save $200.00!!
Includes bench and free delivery
by Sun., IP Clark *OTHER STYLES AVAILABLE!
Specials
I. Kimball Console sew. Wal., Reg $1195.00 !895"
2. Used Lowrey Organ  
 
•295'
3. Used' Baldwin Organ . . . Vrt11,1? Ift*SAYI
4 Hammond Organ )43 • )eack 
185000
5 Used Pradice Piano oice . . 1125"




Walter L. Apperson, publisher
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i,d,torials and opinionated articles on vas page art presented forthe purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing0011.000 Letters to the editor in response to editorials and4anionated articles are encouraged
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Letter To Editor
Reader Agrees With
Open Forum On TV
Dear Editor:
I wish to express my feelings about a
recent article by Mike Brandon in
OPEN FORUM and another under the
heading Isn't It The Truth, writer not
indicated.
Mike's remarks that TV Hits New
Low is so correct and apropo at this
time. Seems to me we have read enough
about Charles Manson the past few
years and his girls and sex-murder
escapades and contrary to the
statement by Lee Rich, executive
producer of Helter Skelter that it had
much to say which is important, the
essence of it all it was only to make
money, regardless of the harm to the
morals and ideals of the nation's
children and youth. Rich says the idea
of a Family Viewing Hour gets his
dander up and I quote what he said
about it - "Putting restrictions on the
kinds of shows that can be aired at 8
o'clock is like telling your newspaper
that it can't put the weather news on the
front page. We've got to kill this thing
right at the beginning' because it could
lead to even worse censorship on the
part of the government."
Such a correlation is ridiculous.
Should he get his way it appears he
would specialize with and feature
Torlay
In Ilistor.1,
By Thi Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 21, the
112th day of 1976. There are 254 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 753 B.C., tradition has
it, Rome was founded by Romulus.
On this date:
In 1509, Henry VIII became King of
England on the death of Henry VII.
In 1832, the Black Hawk Indian War
began along the upper Mississippi.
In 1836, Texans led by General Sam
Houston defeated a Mexican force in
the Battle of San Jacinto in eastern
Texas.
In 1898, the United States recognized
the independence of Cuba.
In 1954, U.S. Air Force planes began
flying French troops from France to
Indochina to bolster the French bastion
at Dien Bien Phu.
In 1965, a disarmament commission
of 114 nations resumed talks in New
York after a five-year interval.
In 1967, the Greek army seized
control of the government in Athens
and set up military rule.in Greece.
Ten years ago: Surgeons in Houston
made the first implant of an artificial
heart in a human.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon asked Congress to provide $3.3
billion in foreign aid in fiscal 1972.
One year ago: South Vietnam's
President Nguyen Van Thieu resigned,
denounced the United States as un-
trustworthy and named a successor to
seek negotiations with Communist
forces sweeping across the country.
Today's birthdays: Queen Elizabeth
of Britain is 50. Actor Anthony Quinn is
61.
Thought for today: Laziness travels
so slowly that poverty soon overtakes
him — Benjamin Franklin, 1706-1790.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the British governor of
Georgia who had fled the rebellious
colony during the American
Revolution, James Wright, arrived at
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pornography, with the sky the limit, at
any and all hours, on television. What a
horrible thought.
With respect to Isn't It The Truth a
question is posed as to just why the U.S.
Postal Service pays its own way? It
mentions that The Defence Depart-
ment, Agriculture, Interior', Com-
merce, Housing, Education and
Welfare, and State, do not pay their
way. Another ridiculous correlation.
The Postal service could at least pay
most of its way, if rates were made
more equitable, thvough reduction of
franking privileges and having all
letters, pamphlets, papers, magazines
and various advertisements, pay the
first-class rate. Additionally, one
delivery per day, 5 days per week,
throughout the country should be tried.
It goes on saying why not make
Kissinger and Congress pay their way
too. I have to say It Is Not The Truth.
Albert C. Koertner





Getting married isn't as easy as it
used to be. In Elgin, Ill., William and
Susan Backers' first marriage
ceremony was so botched up they
decided to tie the knot again, but it
didn't go off too smoothly the second
time, either. The bridegroom's mother
was unable to attend the private
ceremony. She was injured in a fall
down stairs. A bridesmaid attended
although she had been bedridden with
pneumonia. The bride, expecting a
child in May, came down with influenza
after the ceremony in the church. One
of the things that happened in the
Backers' first wedding July M was that
the photographer, accidently exposed
his film and ruined the pictures. Other
happenings then:-The best man
dropped out after an argument with the
groom and a new one had ID be named.-
The ring-bearers' parents, also after a
dispute, dropped out and had to be
replaced.-The Minister injured his neck
in an auto accident and was barely able
to perform the ceremony.-The organist
went on vacation and a new one had to
be found at the last minute.-The florist
delivered flowers to the wrong address
and half of them did not arrive at the
church until two hours after the
ceremony.-One of the bridesmaid's
sneezed throughout the ceremony. She
was allergic to the baby's breath
flowers in her coursage.-At the
reception the cake slid apart and fell on
the floor.
.. While over in Cramlington, England,
Leslie and Norma Ovington were
having problems with their wedding.
Several hours before the marriage
ceremony, thieves broke into the
couple's apartment and stole all the
wedding gifts. Even a set of hathmats
was taken. At the church the lights went
out, forcing the couple to repeat their
vows in an aisle near a -window instead
of in front of the altar. The groom tore
his coat during the service. Afterwards
rain was pelting down so hard that the
traditional photographs had to be taken
inside-in the unlighted church. The
catering firm in charge of the reception
made a mistake and brought two
wedding cakes instead of one. City
officials also hat e turned off the water
supply to the apartment, but the
Ovingtons refused to discuss the
matter. Mrs. Ovington. 21, said. "I just
hope things est better."
Gresham, Ors.-A simple "I
do" wouldn't do for 80-year-old Audrey
Dunn. After all he had a reputation to
uphold. So he elaborated for 20 minutes
to deliver his "I do" after the Rev. Carl
Heminger of McMinnville asked the
question in conducting a ceremony that
took an hour and 50 minutes. Locy, a
member of the Holy Lane Bible
Knowledge Society, is listed in the
Guiness Book of Records as
having delivered the longest sermon
ever recorded. The sermon, at West
Richland, Wash., in February. 1955.
took 48 hours and 18 minutes The
Portland couple was married at a






NEW YORK AP — In 1841 a Detroit
man began depositing $10 to $20 a
month in an investment club. By
February of this year he had invested
$7,800, withdrawn more than 830,003,
and still had an account worth more
than $59,000
The club, the Mutual Investment
Club, was one of the four founding units
of the National Association of Invest-
ment Clubs, now more .an 7,000
strong, averaging about 12 members
each, all regular investors for the long
term.
Even though most club members are
amateurs, they often beat the pros over
long and short periods. One club, made
up of post office workers, reported a
gain of 212 per cent from October 1974 to
December 1975.
That report encouraged the
association, based in Royal Oak, Mich.,
to take a random sample of ains by
about 40 clubs through February. It
found the average gain since December
1974, the worst of the bear market, to be
69.9 per cent.
The Dow Jones industrial average
during that time gained 59.9 per cent, 10
per cent less than the average club.
Sixtyfour per cent of the clubs in the
sample did better than the average.
For the clubs that stuck it out through
the recession, despite declines in value
month after month, these results are
satisfying and reassuring, but not
totally unanticipated.
Although their nerves, did quiver,
club members were sustained by their
faith that over a long period of time
their investment philosophy averages
out to a gain.
Many clubs did drop out, however. At
one time m 1973 the association had
14,100 member units, but that number
went down with the averages. Some
clubs folded, and others simply ceased
to remain members of the association.
Now the trend is about to be reversed.
Inquiries are up sharply, and the
criterion of history suggests inquiries
are followed by applications. Individual
clubs also report they are adding to
their memberships.
Thomas O'Hara, chairman, recalls
that in the fall of 1973, when the fear and
despair were thick, the sturdiest of
clubs continued to believe stocks were a
bargain. They were willing to wait.
Now, said O'Hara, who belongs to the
Mutual Investment Club, "We feel that
the really big movement in the market
is in the two to five years ahead."
With theories, concepts and systems
as common in the investment world as
they are at the race track, member
clubs follow deceptively simple
principles to help them achieve their
results.
U. S. Corporations
Cut Back In Europe
By LOUIS NEVIN
Associated Press Writer
LONDON t AP — Some Americar,
corporations are cutting back
operations in Europe because of rising
costs, reduced profits and other factors,
British business publications report.
The surveys by the weekly Economist
and the daily Financial Times em-
phasize that there is no exodus yet. But
they say a trend that began after World
War Iris being reversed.
The Economist reported that
Goodyear Tire, White Motor, Union
Carbide, American Motors and Eaton
"have sold off investments in Europe or
are cutting down on new investment."
Litton Industries recently closed its two
typewriter plants in Britain, and
Chrysler threatened to shut down its
ailing British operation until the labor
government bailed it out.
The Financial Times said that in
West Germany, France and Italy,
Singer, Westinghouse, W.R. Grace and
General Foods have abandoned or
sold a variety of _manufacturing and
selling operations."
-The change can be exaggerated,"
said The Economist. "American cor-
porations are not disenchanted with
Western Europe, just less enchanted
than they were in the 1950s and 1960s."
The Financial Times predicted "not a
wholesale withdrawal from Europe but
a changing relationship between
Americans and European business
which is probably healthy." But "the
fact that some American companies
are putting more emphasis on exports
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from the United States may make them
more formidable competitors, not
less," the paper said.
The Economist said 1976 will
''perhaps see the beginning of the new
epoch in multinationalism: retreating
frorallthe ownership of capital abroad in
the face of creping socialism; exporting
goods and knowhow instead of
managers, businesses and bribes."
A recent U.S. Department of Com-
merce forecast said total foreign in-
vestment by American business may
increase 2 per cent to $27.1 billion this
year. But it said investment in Europe
is expected to drop from $11.1 billion to
$10.8 billion, the first decline in
decades.
10 Years Ago
Official recognition to Murray State's
becoming a university was given this
morning when Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt spoke at 10:30 in the
auditorium at Murray State.
Deaths reported include Hardin Ross
of Dexter Route One, Finis Stubblefield
of Paris, Tenn., and R. M. Pollard of
Harrodsburg, formerly of Murray.
Mayor Holmes Ellis, Purchase Area
Economic Opporunity Council mem-
ber, has announced the approval of
"Medicare Alert" program in Calloway
County.
Births reported include a girl to Dr.
and Mrs. John Mikulcik on April 18.
Murray State moved into a four way
tie for first place in baseball in the Ohio
Valley Conference by defeating Middle
Tennesse in a doubleheader here
yesterday.
20 Years Ago
A drive is under way to improve the
sanitary conditions of rural water
systems in Calloway County, according
to John E. Walker of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative Cor-
poration.
Clean Up Day has been set for April
24 and 25 in Murray by the City Council.
H. L. Ford, Machinists' Mate
Fireman Apprentice, United States
Navy, graduated from the Naval
Training Center's Machinist's Mate
School at Great Lakes, Ill.
Pfc. William M. Smith has returned
to his unit at San Francisco, Calif.,
after a visit with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Smith.
Over fifty booths depicting most all of
the skills and activities of Scouting will
be on display at the Rotary Scout Circus
at Carson Park, Paducah, May 4 and 5.
Bible Thought
Watch and pray, that ye enter not
into temptation: the spirit indeed is
willing. but the flesh is weak. Nlat-
thew 26:41.
The mind has power over the
body when the mind is committed
to Christ.
Isn't It The Truth
Some few educators came out against
the drum majorette as a person who
contributes very little to the good of
society. Those educators must be nuts.
I've never seen a baton twirler with a
bad looking pair of legs; and who can
say that good-looking legs are not good
for society?
hEARTE1NE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLENE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I have been drawing
Social Security retirement for two
years now. I did not receive my check
in March I called Social Security, and
they told me the computer made a
mistake. They said I would receive this
check in April with my regular check. I
have still not received anything. Can
you help me?—R.S.J.
Answer: Yes, we can help. Heartline
has developed methods of cutting the
"red tape" with various governmental
agencies. In order to help you with this
problem please send the following
information to the Heartline staff:
(1) A complete explanation of your
problem.
(2) Your name and address.
(3) Your Social Security number (if
you are drawing Social Security
benefits on your spouse's work record,
include his or her number also).
4) The address of your local Social
Security Office.
Upon receiving this information,
Heartline will bring this problem to the
attention. of the proper people at Social
Security and get the "ball rolling" to
solve your problem.
Heartline: I will be 65 on June 10,
1976. The Railroad Retirement Board
told me that my closing date was July
31, 1976. Can you tell me what they
mean by closing date?—S.H.O.
Answer: A closing date is the last day
that an employee may work for a
railroad or railroad union without
losing supplemental annuity. Anyone
who works for a railroad or railroad
union after his closing date will per-
manetely lose supplemental annuity.
The closing date for most employees is
the last day of the month following the
month they turn 65. However, em-
ployees who are not entitled to Social
Security benefits and have between 23
and 25 years of railroad service upon
their regular closing date are given a
special closing date that allows them to
accumulate the 25 years necessary for
a supplemental annuity. Remember
that under the Railroad Retirement Act
a person becomes age 65 the day before
their actual birthday. Therefore,
anyone born on the first day of a month
has a closing date of the last day of the
month in which they turn 65.
Heartline: My brother just bought
your Heartline's "Guide to Medicare,"
and he thinks it is great. Can you tell me
something about this book?—R.T.
Answer: Heartline has developed its
own guidebook on Medicare. This book
is written in large print and is in easy-
to-understand question - and-answer
form. Our guidebook costs $1.50 and is
unconditionally guaranteed. To order,
send $1.50 to "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare," 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
Heartline gives you helpful in-
formation in the free leaflet, "Three
BasicTypes of Health Insurance." To
obtain your copy, address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Heartline. please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Let's Stay Well
Warning On The Pill
The Pill is the moist effective
contraceptive Unfortunately. it
is not equally safe for all women
The regular circulation of the
hormones in the Pill causes
vanow complicabons 51 some
users.
Women who suffer from
migraine often find that their at-
tacks are more severe and more
frequent when taking oral con-
traceptives Many physicians
feel that migraine is a contrain
&cation for taking the Pill
Blood pressure should be
• monitored in Pill triers to be sure
that it remains normal and sta-
ble rather than elevaed
Blood clotting is adversely
affected in some women hi' the
regular use of oral contracep-
tives
Extensive British studies mill
can) that women over 30 on the
Pill are slightly more prone to
heart attack than are nonusers
— These..aivea$4.4100*. 404, ibat
among nonusers about two
By FJ I. Blasingame. M
women per 100.000 expenence
fatal heart attacks compared
with about 5.5 per 100.000 among
wets of oral contraceptives The
difference is far more severe in
oiler women (40 to 44) Nonusers
in this age bracket suffer 117
fatal heart attacks per 100 000
compared with 545 among
users. As a result, the Food and
Drug Administration has milled
a warning against the use of the
Pill by older women
For thaw women who cannot
use the Pill or who prefer not to
take it, other forms of birth con-
trol (jellies and creams.
diaphragms, and madams) are
effective if wed properly and
faithfully
Although the Pill may cause
trouble, oral contraceptives are
not as dangerous as complica
tiaras which may he as:mimed
with pregnancy and deliver',
Thence can also cause' blond pres
clots or hemorrhage
Q Mrs HE wanders if plastic
products which use vinyl
chloride in their manufacture
such everyday thin as hags.
containers. and curtains -- could
be dangerous and tricreme our
chances of cancer
A Any danger from vinyl
chloride toed in maJung such
products is extremely remote I
can best answer your qUP-Ctlarl by
quoting a letter to the editor by
William Roderick asanciate pro-
fessor of chemistry, Roosevelt
University. which appeared in a
recent issue of The thicago Tri-
bune.
"You see, vinyl chloride is
useful for making plastics
because it is a highly reactive
suhstanre It is toxic and car
einogenic for the same reason It
reacts with times in the body




'As with thousands of other
stittances. the dangers are with
the starting materials and the
processes of manufacture, the
products are harmless Any
question of danger from the
plastic items is as illogical as a
fear of being burned from any-
thing made of steel because dur
mg its manufacture the steel was
?ince molten -
Q Mr R .1 asks why apples
are su)pased to be effective
against toth constipation and
diarrhea
A Apples supply hulk or
roughage which helps against
constipation Apples also contain
a chemical. pectin (a jelly like
carhohydrate which is
beneficial in. diarrhea A bout of
diarrhea also may require
medication because the amount
midis' seta be ors
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1 lb. Rox 5
Chicken
Livers
•Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is Register Each Time You
Are In The Store Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p. m.
New Contest Starts Thursday Morning
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Only Four Horses To Go
In Blue Grass Stakes
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXLNGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Four horses were expected to
be ,entered today for the
5100,000-added Blue Grass
Stakes as the smallest field in
10 years for the premier prep
for the Kentucky Derby.
Bertram Firestone's Honest
Pleasure, already an odds-on
Major League
Standings
13, the Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct GB
Pit's 6 2 .750 —
Phiia 4 3 .571 1/2
New York 6 5 .545 1/2
Chicago 4 5 .444 21/
Montreal 3 5 .375 31/2
Louis 3 6 .333 31/2
West
Houston 7 5 .563
Cincinnati 5 4 .556 1/2
A•lanta 5 4 .556 V2
San Fran 5 4 .556
San Diego 4 5 444 2
Lus Ang 2 7 222 31/2
Tuesday's Results
Phitadelphla 5, Pittsburgh
Montreal at Chicago, PPd•
rain
San Francisco 12, Atlanta 11,
10 innings
San Diego 7, Cincinnati 5
New York a, St Louis 0
Lds Angeles 6, Houston 3
Wednesday's Games
San Diego (werirmeister 0-1)
at Cincinnati (Norman 2-0)
Philadelphia iCanton 0-1) at
Pittsburgh (Med:CI 1-13)
New York (Lolich 0-2) at St
Louis (Forsch 0-0)
Montreal (Fryman 1.1) at
Chicago (Zahn 0-01
San Francisco (Halicki 0-21
at Atlanta (Ruthven 2-0), n
Los Angeles (John 0-1) at
Houston (Rtcnarct n • --
Thursday's Games
Mon'real a! Chicago




W L Pct GB
New York 6 2 ,750
Milwkee 5 -2 .714 1/2
Boston 5 5 500 2
Detroit 3 4 .429 21/2
Cleveland 3 4 .429 21/
Baltimore 3 6 .333 31/2
West
6 4 .600 —
6 4 .600 —




California 5 6 .455 1/2
Kan City 3 5 .375 2
Minnesota 3 7 300 3
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland 9, Texas 1
New York 5, Chicago
Boston 12, Minnesota 3
Milwaukee S. Kansas City 4
California 5, Baltimore 0
Oakland 6, Detroit 5
Wednesday's Games
Chicago (Hamilton 0-01 at
New York (May 0-0)
Texas (Umbarger 1-1) at
Cleveland (Peterson 0-1), twl.
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 2-0)
at Milwaukee (Colborn 1-0), n.
Baltimore (Palmer 2-1) at
California (Kirkwood 0-1), n.
Detroit (Robers 1-01 at Oak
land (Torrez 1.21, n.
Thursday's Games
No games scheduled
favorite in the future book to
win the May 1 Derby at
Louisville, has frightened
away almost all competition
as he completes his pre-Derby
work in the Blue Grass.
However, Liamante Stable's
Proud Birclle,. Dr. Charles
Jarrell'S • Inca Roca and
Daybreak Farm's Riverside
Sam may test Honest
'Pleasure in the lts mile event
at Keeneland.
Honest Pleasure had seven
victories in nine starts last
season en route to the Juvenile
Championship and is three-
for-three this season with
impressive triumphs in the
Flamingo and Florida Derby.
Proud Birdie won the
Bahamas and Everglades, but
was third in the Florida
Derby, 5'2 lengths behind
Honest Pleasure although he
seemed to be making up some
ground at the end.
Inca Roca was second to
Honest_ Pleasure in the
Flamingo, but it was a distant
11 lengths to the winner.
Riverside Sam was seventh in
the Arkansas Derby.
Only three times since the
Blue Grass was first run in
1937 have there been smaller
fields. Only three started in
1940, 1942 and 1966 and each
time it was the year's super
horse that scared away the
opposition.
In 1940, Bimelech was the
—trig. horse," later being sent
off as the 2-5 choice in the
Derby only to finish second to
Gallahadian. But he won the
Blue Grass en route to
Churchill Downs.
Two years later, Greentree
Farm's Shut Out not only won
the Blue Grass in a field of
three, but put away 314 rivals
nine days later at Churchill
Downs.
In 1966, Graustark was the
super horse of the year and
went against only two rivals in
the Blue Grass, but the colt
was injured in the race,
finished second and never
raced again.
The Blue Grass, a furlong
shorter than the Derby, is
favored as a Derby prep
because of its location so close
to Louisville and its timing
before the world's most
famous horse race.
Nine of the past 17 derby




PLAYING WITH INTENSITY Candy Jackson
 seems to be very inicrise in hee number three
singles match. Jackson, a seventh grader,
 won 82 over Shari Shepwd of Christian County With
the victory, the Tigers girls now sport a 3-0 ma
rk for the season.
Phoenix, Golden State Grab
Victories In NBA Playoffs
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
When Detroit Coach Herb
Brown was asked if there was
any one area in which his
team was weakest, he an-
swered: "Yeah, basketball."
But, the Golden State
Warriors can make almost
any opposing coach feel that
way. The defending National
Basketball Association
champions opened their
quarter-final series against •
Detroit Tuesday night with a
127-103 victory. Phil Smith
scored 26 points.
"We were horrible," Brown
said. "The Warriors played
well. They can just break you
down, and I'm sure that
contributed some to our being
horrible."
Rick Barry was held to 13
points but he tied his season
high for assists, handing out
11.
In the night's only other
playoff game, the Phoenix





continues in Oakland Thur-
sday night, and Phoenix
travels to Seattle for Game 5
Sunday.
Tonight, the Boston Celtics,
after drawing a bye through
the first round, begin their
quarter-final series against
the Buffalo Braves, and the
Cleveland Cavaliers take a 2-1
lead in their best-of-seven
quarter-final series into
Washington.
Bob Lanier led Detroit with
18 points, 14 of them in the first
quarter.
The Warriors, who drew a
first-round bye and have not
played in 10 days, showed
early signs of rustiness,
falling behind 18-12. But they
,•outscpred the Pistons 12-0 to
move ahead for good, taking a
65-51 halftime lead.
In Phoenix' victory, Paul
Westphal tied his season-high
point production with 39, and
Keith Erickson added 31
points. Seattle's Fred Brown
After '. (Vaster• 11( -kz41 
3 Days





Leisure 8, 3 Piece Vested
Models
no/
Sizes 4 to 20 2y ,0 Off
Spring Dresses
Famous Brandnames






--- — - 1 
Skin /ks, Skirts, Tops 33 3 Off
Boys 1. Girls Sizes 2 to 7
Play Wear
Shorts, Pants, Shirts, Tank Tops,
Skirts, Cullotts
Regular Value
$2.00 to 57.00 250/0 OFF








Open Mon -Sat 10-6
Friday til 8 .
was held to eight points in the
first half but led a third-
quarter surge that brought
Seattle within five points. He
wound up with a team-high 33
points.
Boston Coach Tom Heinsohn
is worried about the Celtics'
long layoff. "We're ready
physically," says Heinsohn,
"but I don't know how sharp
we'll be after such a long
layoff 10 days."
Meanwhile, Buffalo Coach
Jack Ramsay, whose Braves
reached the quarter-finals by
beating Philadelphia, says his
team is both physically and
mentally snond
Ryan Fires Three-Hit
Gem As Angels Soar
By ALEX SACHAftE
AP Sports*Writer
Nolan Ryan's actions speak
lOuder than his words.
To listen to the California
Angels' charismatic pitcher,
you'd think he's really having
his problems.
"I'm still fighting my rhyth-
m and my delivery," he said
in the Angels dressing room at
Anaheim Stadium Tuesday
night. "Maybe I need more
work, maybe it's the five-man
rotation we have ... I'm just
not in the proper groove."
Sounds like he'd just been
knocked from the box by a
barrage of home runs, right?
Actually, the hard-throwing
right-hander had just blanked
the Baltimore Orioles on three
hits, pitching the Angels to a5-
0 victory. What's more, he
struck out 12 batters, the 72nd
time in his brilliant career
he's fanned 10 or more but the
first time since June 14, 1975.
Elsewhere in the American
League, the Cleveland Indians
defeated the Texas Rangers 9-
1, the New York Yankees
edged the Chicago White Sox
5-4, the Boston Red Sox routed
the Minnesota Twins 12-3. the
Milwaukee Brewers edged the
Kansas City Royals 5-4 and the
Oakland A's beat the Detroit
Tigers 64.
Ryan, 2-1, has allowed
eighthits in 25 innings this
, season. He stopped Kansas
City on four hits last week,
after losing his first start of
the season against Oakland
even though he only allowed
one hit in the seven innings he
worked.
Highly-Charged Backdrop Set
For Spurs-Nets Playoff Game
By The Associated Press
There's no love lost between
the New York Nets and San
Antonio Spurs, and tonight's
sixth game of their American
Basketball Association playoff
series promises to be a heated
affair.
The last time the clubs met
in San Antonio, the game was
marred by an all-out brawl in
which the Spurs' George Karl
and the Nets' Brian Taylor
were the initial combatants,
but the Nets' Rich Jones—a
former Spur—was the most
effective.
After that game, San
Antonio General Manager
John Begzos called Jones
-Garbage with a capital G.
Trash." Nets Coach Keven
Lougheu was incensed at that
rentark and accused Begzos of
"inciting hysteria" and
"trying to incite a riot."
All of which provides a
highly charged backdrop for
tonight's sixth game of the
best-of-seven ABA semifinal
series. The Nets took a 3-2 lead
with a thrilling 110-108
triumph at Uniondale, N.Y
Monday night and can wrap It
up with a victory tonight.
In the other ABA semifinal
set, the Kentucky Colonels
hold a 2-1 lead over the regular
season champion Denver
Nuggets, and will try to extend




game, but did criticize Begzos
Afor his comments. "It's =-
fortunate he's running around
doing things like that," Jones
said. "All we're out there
trying to do is play ball. I'm
not calling any names but it's
something I don't think should
be going on in this game."
Nets star Julius Erving
showed what the Nets feel
should be going on in Mon-
RON BESHEAR
The Northv.estern Mutual life Insurance Company
the Ran Becher Agency, Murray Kentucky




MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE
an Independent. Internation•I assoc.atton of life Insuran
ce
agents Membership reflects a commitment to continuing
advanced education to better serve the financial Micurity
snesds of families. IndivIdUIDIS and businguseS.
day's narrow victory.
Offensively he poured in 32
points, and defensively he
blocked a shot by San
Antonio's • Mike Gale in the
final five seconds to preserve
the victory.
It's all in a night's work,"
'kr. J, the ABA's rq,pst
valuable player each of the
past three seasons, said with a
smile.
The Nuggets, who waltzed to
the regular season crown, find
themselves one game down
and going against Kentucky's
homecourt advantage tonight.
Denver Coach Larry Brown
feels play has gotten too
rough, and that his club has
not gotten an even break from
the officials.
`N 16
"It's become a physical
series, and there's no chance
for us in that type of game,"
Brown said. "I don't think
many teams can play with
these folks' rules and be
succesful against Kentucky."
But he's not ready to give up
just yet.
"We have some people who
respond to challenges," he








Griffith announced he was
signed a national letter of





Bill Melton drove in three
runs with a double and a single
to back Ryan's 24th Career
shutout, and Dave Chalk
added three hits.
Melton singled home one
run in the sixth and doubled in
two more in the , seventh,
bringing his season RBI total
to 10. Sacrifice flies by Chalk
and Jerry Remy accounted for
the other Angels runs.
Red Sox 12, Tigers 3
The Red Sox, held to six
home runs in their first nine
games, raked Tiger pitchers
for four homers Tuesday
night. Dwight Evans drove in
four runs with a homer and a
double, while Jim Rice, Carl
Yastrzemski and Carlton Fisk
also homered.
Yankees 5, White Sox 4
RBI singles by Thurman
Munson and Chris Chambliss
helped the Yankees beat
Chicago behind the standout
relief pitching of Tippy
Martinez, who held the White
Sox sclreless for five innings.
Martinez replaced starter
Dock Ellis in Chicago's four-
run third and held them
scoreless until the eighth,
when he gave way to Dick
Tidrow and then Sparky Lyle.
Indians 9, Rangers 1
Gaylord Perry returned to
Cleveland, only to be routed in
a seven-run seventh inning
and tagged with the loss. Alan
Ashby's two-run single. and
Frank Duffy's two-run double
highlighted the burst, though
both came off relievers who
followed Perry, traded by the
Indians last June.
Brewers 5, Royals 4
Pedro Garcia drove in two
runs and scored twice to pace
the Milwaukee attack in a
game twice delayed by rain,
for a total of one hour 22
minutes.
Pete Broberg checked the
Royals on two hits through
five innings, ten • Billy
Champion and Ed Rodriguez
preserved the victory.
A's 6, Tigers 5
Don Baylor, obtained from
Baltimore in the controversial
Reggie Jackson trade, singled
home Claudell Washington to
cap a three-run rally in the
ninth that lifted Oakland to
victory. Joe Rudi had tied the





The Calloway County Golf
Team lowered its season
record to 2-3 Tuesday by
losing a very close match to
Lone Oak at the Oaks Country
club. The loss, which was the
second in a row for the Lakers,
was only a four stroke margin,
163 to 167.
The Takers were led by
Kevin D'Angelo who shot a
fine 37 while Anthony Eike
was next with a 39. Bobby Fike
shot 44 while Tommy Eike
shot 47. Joe Janecek shot 48
while Mike Howard shot 50.
The best four out of the six
starters scores were used in
this event.
Lone Oak had some fine
scores from Mullen and Perry
who each shot 39's. The
Lakers, coached by Larry
Paschall, will try to get back
into the groove when they
meet Fulton City , at the Oaks
on Thursday.
looking for any comeback
from his club. He's happy
where they are right now.
"I just hope we can main-






charged with defrauding the
Canadian government in an
alleged stock transfer
scheme.
ST. LOUIS — Center Bobby
Clarke of the Philadelphia
Flyers was named National
Hockey League player of the
year by the Sporting News.
CALGARY — The
suspension imposed upon
Calgary Cowboy's Coach Joe
Crozier was lifted by World
Hockey League President Ben
Hatskin.
By David Frank
The Murray Tigers were
dropped in their first loss on
the year by St. Mary at the
windswept Paxton Park Golf
Course Tuesday afternoon,
149-156.
The best four out of five
scores counted for each team
Gary Sullivan led the Tigers
with a 36, followed by Howard
Boone's 38. Lynn Sullivan.
David Frank, and Steve
Hussung all finished the round
with 41's,
Steve Danenmuler was
crowned with medalist for St.
Mary as he shot a 35. Russ
Cochran shot a 36, Kennie
Hunt 38, Bill Woods 40, and
Farrell Elliott 41.
The Tigers now stand at 6-1
and will be traveling to
Calvert ,City today to take on
Marshall County which
Murray tias already defeated







Made to your exact
measurements
our wide, wonderful selection of fine
decorator fabrics ... from 2.00 yard.
Cut Out and Kee D!
Sub Base home of
Subs
"THE BIGGEST SANDWICH IN TOWN"




TUNA SALAD .89 1.69
TURKEY .89 1.69
HAM .95 1.79
RAM& CHEESE .99 1.89
ROAST BEEF 1.10 1.98






All the above sandwiches have lettuce, tomato, onion, hot
peppers and your choice of dressing. .Mayonaise, Mustard,
Thousand Island, French. Italian or Horse Radish.
HOT SANDWICHES
ITALIAN SAUCAGE (Peppers & onions) 1.10 1
 9N




MEAT BALL .A9 1
.69
Open / 11 a. m. until 1 a. m M-Th
11 a. m. until 2 a. m.F-5














































































































McGlothen hit two Mets
batters and nearly sparked a
brawl.
The hitting by the hitters
took place in the first two
innings, when Felix -Milian,
Del Unser and John Milner
each slugged two-run homers
to help New York carry a 6-0
lead into the third inning.
That's . when McGlothen
-startèdliittung the batters.
"I'm 'a big league pitcher
and I want to be around 'a
while," said McGlothen, who
hit Unser and opposing pitcher
Jon Matlack in the third,
causing a charge from the
Mets dugout led by slugger
Dave Kingman.
McGlothen, who was ejected
for his tactics, continued to
defend his action. "I just think
Tennis▪ Team
Gets Easy Win
The Murray High girls'
tennis team kept its perfect
record Tuesday afternoon by
winning 9-0 over visiting
Christian County.
In the singles, Kathy
Outland won 8-5 at number one
over Jennifer Rorie while at
number two, Jill Austin
defeated Janette Rorie 8-6.
At number three, Candy
Jackson defeated Shari
Shepard 8-2, Robyn Burke won
8-4 at number four over Lillian
Rorie, Carol Dick won 8-5 at
number five over Patty
Van Brunt and at number six,
Mary Smock won 8-2 over
Janet Battle.
The doubles found Jackson-
Burke defeating Janette Rorie
and Jennifer Rorie 8-4 at
number one while the number
two doubles spot from
Outland-Austin defeating
Shepard and Lillian Rorie 8-3.
In the number three doubles
match, Susan Stripling and
Catherine Dick won 8-4 over
Van Brunt and Battle.
The next match for the
Tiger girls will be next
Monday here against
Mayfield.
a pitcher has a right to try to
contain the hitters. If a pitcher
feels like he's been in-
timidated, he has to do





New York batters hit the St.
Louis pitchers hard Tuesday
night -almost- as hard 'aMething.-fit them as a
certain measurd that had to be
done.-
Cardinals Manager „Red
Schoendienst, who along with
New York shortstop Bud
Harrelson was ejected from
the game in the third inning,
managed a light comment.
"Mac McGlotlftn was wild
all night. I'm surprised he hit
anybody if he was trying,"
said Schoendienst.
But New York emotieins
were militant against what
had taken place.
"I think it's bush," said
Matlack, who pitched a six-
hitter for the 8-0 victory. "I
really think I have no respect
for the man McGlothen, even
though I did before. When a
guy hits a batter Unser after a
home run, it's one thing. But
not when the score is 6-0.
Everybody's got to pitch in-
side, that's part of the game.
But not a foot-and-a-half in-
side."
In the other NL games
Tuesday, Philadelphia topped
Pittsburgh 5-1, San Diego
bested Cincinnati 7-5, San
Francisco outscored Atlanta
12-11 in 10 innings, and Los
Angeles clipped Houston 6-3.
The Montreal at Chicago
garrie was rained out.
Phillies 5, Pirates
Mike Schmidt, who is."fun
to watch when you're on his
side," according to teammate
Jim Kaat, cracked his sixth
home run in three games to tie
six other players for the major
league record and lead the
Phils past the Pirates.
Kaat pitched a six-hitter in
one hour, 47 minutes and hit a
two-run double-"My first hit




bases-loaded single keyed a
three-run San Diego rally in
the eighth inning as the
Padres handed Cincinnati its
fourth defeat in five games.
4414e Reds were trailing 4-0
and held hitless by Bill Greif
until the fifth, but scored five
times in the seventh to take
the lead.
Butch Metzger, 1-0, got the
victory in relief and combined
with Greif, Mike Dupree and
Dave Tomlin to snap a 22-
game hitting streak by Pete
Rose.
Giants 12, Braves 11
Gary Matthews hit two
home runs-his second win-
ning the game in the 10th
inning-two singles, scored
four runs and drove in three to
ift the Giants past the Braves.
San Francisco trailed 8-I at
Dodgers 6, Astros 3
Los Angeles pinch-hitter Ed
Goodson drove in Ron Cey in
the sixth inning for the run
that beat Houston. John Hale
had a. two-run triple in the
second, with two other RBIs
coming from Dusty Baker and
the other from Steve Garvey.
Hungry Colonels And
Brown To Host Nuggets
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky Colonels Coach
Hubie Brown says he's
"hungry" heading into game
four against Denver tonight in
the American Basketball
Association semifinals.
The Colonels - defending
ABA Champions - are ahead
-2-1-in the best of-seven series
and have the home floor ad-
vantage tonight. The clubs
return to Denver Thursday
night for more action.
"It feels a little bitlike last
year around here now,"
Brown said Tuesday. "I just
hope we can maintain our
tough mental attitude."
Brown had just finished
reviewing highlights of
Monday's game_ in which
Kentucky overcame Denver
126-114, mostly on the second
half scoring of Bird Averitt,
who finished with 40 points for
the night - only three shy of
his career mark.
Tonight, Averitt and Artis
Gilmore will be the men to
stop, according to Denver
Coach Larry Brown.
Especially Averitt. "What's
the sense of fronting him when
he just goes where the hell he
wants?" Brown asked.
"It's become a Physical
series and there's no chance
for us in that kind of game,"
Lakers Strand 18 In
4-2 Loss To Mayfield
There had to be some
records set at Calloway
County High School Tuesday
evening as the host Lakers
were edged 4-2 by Mayfield.
—The Lakers left 18 men
stranded on the base paths
during the contest. -
-In four innings, Calloway
left the bases loaded and did
not score.
-In one inning, five Lakers
struck out but because of
passed balls; only three of the
Call Sears TODAY tor a Battery to
P11(1 ilPiliS MAT 3, WS
155- 1 2 Tubeless Blockwoll
Was SH ft
Red„reri IFORI OW I 976
Soong Big Boo.
Each $3000
now rius SI 14
E3
• TWO STEEL BELTS fPerataSt
• TWO RAYON CORD RADIAL PLIES f • ost
Other sizes at comparable savings!
HURRY Sole Ends Monday, April 26, 1976
• Pikes we Tsui*, Rom • Delireti leilallaties Nita
five "k's" counted as outs.
Dickie Nesbitt was the
tough-luck loser for the
Lakers as he allowed only four
hits but was touched for a pair
of homeruns which were
helped_ out of the park by a
gusty wind.
Nesbitt fanned five men and
walked only one but four
costly errors by the takers
proved to be the difference in
the game,
Mayfield scored first in the
contest, putting a single run on
the board in the second frame.
It was unearned.
In the home half of the
second, Terry Gibson and
Barry Joseph both struck out
by reached on passed balls.
Gibson scored the tying run
when Kenneth McCuiston
singled. Three more Lakers
struck out in the frame.
In the third, Mayfield took
the lead for good with a single
tally on a homer to leftfield by
Riley. Then in the fourth, the
Cardinals added two more as
Foss led off with a homer and
the other run scored on two
Laker errors.
Going into the home half of
the fourth, Calloway trailed 4-
1.-The final Laker run came as
he added.
Free throw line per-
formances will also play a key
factor in tonight's contest.
Brown feels the Nuggets
should be on the foul line more
than they have 'a uring this
series, despite the fact that
Denver connected on 80 of 103
foul_shols.Monday. compared
to the Colonels' 58 of 71.
"I don't think many teams
can play with these folks'
rules and be successful
against Kentucky. They (the
officials) are letting so much
go inside, there's not much a
team of our size can do."
The series winner moves
into the finals against New
York or San Antonio. The
Spurs will be trying to even
-the Nets' 3-2 margin in the
sixth game, scheduled for
tonight in San Antonio.
second baseman Nathan
Knoth hit a solo homerun.
Calloway left the bases
loaded in the fifth and sixth
innings.
Shortstop Tommy Chavis
had two hits in the contest for
the Lakers while Gibson,
Knoth and McCuiston each
had one.
The loss drops the Lakers to
1-4 for the season. Calloway
will play at Hickman County
today and will play both at
Lyon County and at Marshall,
County Thursday.
On Friday, the Lakers play
Farmington in a 4 p.m. home
game and then at 7 p.m., will
play in Holland Stadium
against Murray High. '
Joe Graves will start on the  
hill for the Tigers while Fly
Beane will be the probable
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They were swinging away at
Tony Thurmond Tuesday
night. And after they swung,
th,ey went away.
Thurmond fanned 11 men
and gave up just four hits in
going the distance as the
Murray High Tigers defeated
Mayfield 9-1 in Holland
Stadium.
Thurmond walked only two
batters in the game and he
also hit a couple. Thurmond
hit one batter in the first and
another in the second.
And from than on; the
Mayfield' hitters were
swinging out of fear.
It was one of the best games
the Tigers have played this
season. Thurmond's team-
mates backed his strong
hurling with nine-hit offensive
support, with three of those
hits coming off Thurmond's
own bath.
Mayfield appeared headed
for an e&Sy first inning as the
first two Tigers up went down.
But shortstop Bob Thurman,
They're playing musical chairs in the First Region.
As of now, eight high school basketball coaches have
either resigned or got the axe and there could be more on
the way.
Co/telling high school basketball isn't easy. In 90 per
cent of the situations, a coaches' future isn't on his
shoulders; it's on the shoulders of 10 or 12 young men.
For every 6-10 superstar, there are 5,000 kids who are 5-8
and never get to do anything more than wear a uniform.
But that's part of life.
There have been some good coaches fall by the wayside
this year. Let's take a look at that list.
First of all, David King stepped down at Calloway after
his team posted a 5-20 record this season. The honest
truth? Like It or not, there just wasn't that much talent
available.
Lou Sims resigned at Cuba and will be taking over the
head spot at Farmington where Joe Mikez has stepped
down to go over to Fancy Farm.
At Fancy Farm, Kenny Hamlin has retired.
Jim Whitby, the likeable fellow from Fulton County cer-
tainly overworked and probably underpaid, has resigned
to take over the basketball job at South Iron, Mo.
Whitby was in charge of coaching football, track, and
both boys' and girls' basketball. He tried. There's just a
limit on how much one person can do.
Jim Henley and Bob Ward both resigned from Carlisle
County High School's basketball staff. The announcement
came in a Monday night board meeting.
Henley was the head coach for two years. A year ago, he
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who made several outstanding
defensive plays in the contest,
drew a walk.
Cleanup hitter Tony Bayless
singled, Thurmond singled
and suddenly, the sacks were
full. Steve Winchester
promptly ripped a pitch up the
middle and two runs crossed
on the single.
In the bottom half of the
second, the Tigers posted four
more runs and went ahead 6-0.
Mickey McCuiston and Bill
Wilson each walked and up
stepped Lindsey Hudspeth to
the plate. Hudspeth got hold of
a fastball and sent it over the-
fence, over the parking lot and
over 340 feet away from home
plate for a 5-0 lead. In the
same inning, Bayless singled
and later scored on a single by
Thurmond.
The Tigers made it 8-0 in the
third as McCuiston walked
and scored on a triple by Bill
Wilson to leftcenter. Wilson
later scored on an error by the
Mayl ield. third baseman.
Mayfield's only run in the
game came in the fourth on a
run-scoring triple by .Keith
Holder.
Murray's final tally came in
the fifth as Jeff Oakley singled
in a ran...
Thurmond's three hits
paced the offensive punch
while Bayless had two and
Hudspeth, Winchester, Oakley
and Wilson each had one,
Murray High goes to 7-2 with
the victory.
The Tigers will play at
Henry County today with
freshman Alan Gibbs getting
the mound assignment. At 7 p.
m. Friday, the Tigers will host
Calloway County with Joe
Graves getting the mound















folks like Thomas Jenkins and Robert Martin, both out-
standing college prospects.
This year, the talent wasn't there whether the carlisle
County people believe it or not. So the obvious thing is to
get rid of the coach?
Perhaps what Comet fans remember more than
anything is a loss a year ago on the home court to Mar-
shall County. Thinking his club had the game wrapped up
with an 18-point lead in the final period. Henley pulled his
starters.
Marshall County wound up getting the momentum and
won the game. People seem to have forgotten the Comets
bounced back a month later and won the Regional.
At Marshall County, veteran Charlie L.ampley, also one
of the nicest guys in the business, fowl(' himself in the
middle of an internal fued that would make the Hatfield
and McCoys look like a church service.
Maybe, just maybe, by Larnpley sacrificing his career
in his home county, maybe the people of Marshall County
will wake up, build a new athletic complex and get behind
the program.
On the other hand, if they don't, how many more Charlie
Lampleys will it take?
One coach stepped down with dignity and pride. Frank
Wright hung it up after a long and successful coaching
career at Heath.
There's as much politics in coaching as there is in a
Democratic presidential primary. Everyone can't be a
winner all the time. Until people realize that, there are
going to be a lot of good coaches get "politicked" out of
their jobs in the coming years.







Here's America's best-selling tire - no wonder
it's used on so many 1976 new cars! Two-ply
polyester cord body for ride, two fiberglass
cord belts for strength, plus a long wearing tread
that eally hugs the road. Its a real performer.
P'us SI 96 to $3 47F E t Asperities' ea sae
Other sizes low priced too.
• As advertised on TV • Two
steel cord belts* Sure-footed
handling
Your Independent Dealer For His Price Prices
8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • Goodyear Revolvmg Charge
• Our Own Customer Creda Plan
• Master Charge • SankArrencard
• ameocan Express money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
As Shown At Goodyear Service Store.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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Hearing On Attempt To Stop TVA Work On Nuclear Plant Scheduled
NASHILLE (AP)—A showcause
hearing to temporarily stop_ the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority from beginning
work on the world's largest nuclear
power plant will be held in U.S. District
Court here Friday.
The hearing was scheduled Tuesday
by Judge L. Clure Morton after Nash-
ville attorney Leroy Ellis filed a
petition on behalf of a Dixon Springs
couple seeking to prevent TVA from
begirueg work on the $2.5 billion plant
at Hartsville, Tenn.
On Monday, the federal Atomic
Safety Licensing Board voted to grant a
limited permit to begin prelirnary work
such as building access roads and
construction facilities at the 1,900-acre
Hartsville site, about 45 miles north of
here.
TVA officials said they had been
stockpiling equipment at the nearby
Gallatin steam plant and had hoped to
break ground on the four reactor
Hartsville project by the end of this
week.
In the petition, Faith and William
Young charge that the location of the
plant on the Cumberland River violates
the 1933 statute that created TVA. The
petition said the statute authorised the
authority to build plants only on the
Tennessee River and its tributaries,
excluding the Cumberland.
TVA General Counsel Herbert S. 
Sangersaid federal courts have upheld
the authority's plans to build steam
power plant outside the Tennessee
River area on three previous occasions.
Decision To Up Electric Bill
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP (—
Residential customers of the Tennessee
Valley Authority will see their annual
electric bills jump $40 to $50 as a result
of- a U.S. _Supreme sCour.t pollution
decision, officials say.
The court ruled Monday that the
agency and private electric utilities
must provide groundlevel air quality
Tappan ..
standards at power facilities
For TVA, that means scrubbers
costing $50 million each will have to be
installed on smokestacks at its plants or
the agency will have to begin
purchasing low-suffer coal from the
West instead of the low grade coal now
mined in the Appalachians.
Either way, the additional cost to
(Continued from Page
strike, which started in June, 1975,
selling price-cost relationships have
continued to improve in line with long-
range cost improvement programs
initiated in 1974," Blasius said.
Net earnings In 1976 also benefited
from the purchase of $.6 million of the
company's outstanding 5to per cent
subordinated convertible debentures
for future sinking fund requirements.
The after-tax gain from these repur-
chases equaled $.03 per share.
Blasius pointed out, that due to
normal seasonal selling patterns,
microwave ovens and central heating
sales are down approximately $11.0
million from the fourth quarter of 1975.
However, all other major manufac-
tured products are up sharply from the
fourth- quarter 1975 sa1e4 levels
reflecting the broad-based recovery by
11
Tappan and the industries we serve."
Blasius concluded by saying:
"Management is gratified by the
continuing return to profitability, but
there is still room for substantial cost
improvements in manufacturing
productivity and distribution and
service costs. Emphasis will continue
to be placed on increasing selling
prices, when appropriate, and con-
tinued attention toward holding the line
on the cost of purchased materials and
parts."
Tappan is a diversified manufacturer
of products used in "Serving the Heart
of the Home," including microwave
ovens, major kitchen appliances,
unitary heating and air conditioning
equipment, kitchen cabinets, bathroom
vanities and medicine cabinets, and
metal waste containers.
consumers will be about $250 million a
year, said TVA Chairman Aubrey
Wagner. He said the authority's own
system for reducing suffer dioxide
emissions would have cost consumers
only $4 or $5 more earh yarr. -
Wagner made the comments Monday
as another TVA director said the
agency needs to take bold action "to
relieve the hostility that exists toward
TVA."
Bill Jenkins told the West Knoxville
Sierra Club that TVA should make
clear to the public that it no longer will
build big dams and that he'd like to see
property owners allowed jury trials in
condemnation cases.
TVA and several private utilities had
fought the Environmental Protection
Agency's regulations on suffer dioxide
emissions from coal fired generating
plants.
The agency is now installing an ex-
perimental scrubber at its Widow's
Creek, Ala., steam plant at an
estimated cost of $54 million.
Only three other TVA plant-
s--Shawnee near Paducah, Ky., New
Johnsonville in Middle Tennessee and
Kingston in East Tennessee—have been
labeled by the EPA as "musts" for
stack scrubbers if they continue to burn
high-sulfer coal.
URW On Strike Against Big Four
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
United Rubber Workers
struck the rubber industry's
Big Four nationwide today
despite a lastminute Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. offer that
included an unlimited cost-of-
living adjustment.
Master contracts that ex-
. jaired at midnight with
Fiiestone, Goodyear 'Tire
Rubber Co., 13.F. Goodrich Co.
and Uniroyal Inc. covered
Cecil Corkren will be
the evangelist for the
gospel meeting to be
held at the Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ,
Ifighwar-280; -04d Pot-
tertown Road, starting
Sunday, April 25, and con-
tinuing through Friday,
April 30. Services will be
at eleven a.m. Sunday and
at 7:30 p.m. each evening.
Bro. Corkren is minister
of the Green Plain Church
of Christ.





hourly wage increase of $1.15
over three years, 60 cents of it
in the first year, "is short on
what we need for a cost-of-
living wage catch-up for 1976
alone."
- Firestone said its offer was
"in the best interests of the
employes, the country's
continuing economic recovery
and the company." Any
settlement with Firestone
would set the pattern for the
rest of the Big Four.
The strike, the second
nationwide shutdown in U.S.
industry within a month, was
expected to have little im-
mediate effect outside the Big
Four. Auto makers said they
had stockpiled enough tires to
last up to four weeks,
depending on the type of car
and the rate of production.
But the car makers also said
a lengthy strike would cut into
operations at some point
because assembly lines
require such rubber parts as
hoses, floormats, belts, and
gaskets as well as tires.
Bornmarito said the URW's
total economic demands
represented a 42 per cent
increase over the current
average package of $9.05 per
hour that includes wages of
$5.50.
Negotiations with Firestone
broke up at 2 a.m. and were
scheduled to resume this
afternoon.
Talks with the rest of the Big




sessions were conducted, said
that because of the intense
efforts with Firestone
"everything is up in the air."
Uniroyal sessions were in New
York and Goodrich meetings
were in Columbus, Ohio.
Besides the strike, the !TRW
also launched a worldwide
plea for a consumer boycott of
Firestone products.
Initial reperts as picket
lines went up from
Massachusetts to Los Angeles
indicated a "quiet, orderly
strike," as an official at one of
the 47 plants put it. There was
a brief windowbreaking spree
at Firestone's main Akron
plant.
Taxpayers Shelling Out $112,000
For Agriculture Department Trip
WASHINGTON !AP) — A
globe-girdling trip by
Agriculture Secretary Earl
Butz, 13 other government
employes and nine of their
wives is costing taxpayers an
estimated $112,000 for use of
an Air Force jet plane.
The Agriculture Depart-
ment says Butz and the other
federal employes on the trip,
now under Way, will be
reimbursed by the govern-
ment as usual for meals and
other expenses, but the wives,
while riding along free of
charge, will have to pay their
own nont ravel bills.
Three reporters also ac-
companied Butz' group and
JuDon's
Bags & Beads
Murray's first exclusive Handbag & jewelry Store"
, Handbags




/uni & Navajo 'pecan
•Silser • Turquoise •Cora)
Register for a $23.00 gift certificate to be given
away Saturday, May 8.
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No Pirdwe Nevis
1
will not be required to share in
the $112,000 expense for air
travel, officials said Tuesday.
But like the wives of officials,
the reporters will have to pay




speeches in different countries
aimed at promoting American
farm products and free trade
The group left here April 11






On a per head basis, the
$112,000 to be paid the Air
Force for use of its plane
Hallmark Quartet Will
Sing At Locust Grove
The Hallmark Quartet of
Paducah will be presented in
concert at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene,
Kirksey, on Saturday, April
24, at 7:30p.m.
Rev. William H. Doan,
pastor of the church, located
one mile north of Kirksey just
off Highway 299, invites the
public to attend.
WALDROP ATTENDS MEET




meeting of the Kentucky
Medical Group Management
Association hosted by Graves-
Gilbert Clinic, P.S.0 in
Bowling Green, Ky on March
25 and 26. The purpose of this
professional association is tri
improve business ad-
ministration in medical
groups and medical group
practices.
averages $4,307 for each of the
26 persons going on the full
trip around the world. A
comparable tour by com-
mercial airline, allowing for
"economy" travel, would be
about $2,439 per person.
The military aircraft was
described by the Agriculture
Department as a "VC135 with
a seating configuration for 22
passengers and carrying a
crew of 18, including flight
personnel, stewards and
security guards."
In addition to the 26 in Butz'
round-the-world group, John
T. Smith, commercial
counselor of the Australian
Embassy here, and Mrs
Smith, traveled as far as
Australia, officials said.
Asked about Mrs. Butz and
eight other wives going along.
the department said it "will
not bill nongovernment
passengers since the cost is




Federal State Market SerVICe
Apnl 21, 1926
Kentucky Purohase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Ruy-1ng Stations
Receipts- Act 471 F.M. 450 Barrows &
Gilts 50 mostly 1 00 higher Sows deady-
firm
US I -2 2013-210 lbs... 646 1S-48 50 few 4g 75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 544 00-48 25
US 2-4 240-260 11*. $47 ossa
US 3-4 200-260 Its  PA 00470)
Saws
US 1 -2 270-350 lbs  p9004' 
US 1-3 300-450 lbs  $3950-C •
1.0) 1-3 450-650 1bs  $40 50-i -
US 2-3 300-500 lbs  6160131'- 
Roars az 00-33 00 few 35 00
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m.357?.
up 0.1.
Below dam 302.1, down 0
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 357 3
no change.
Below dam 303.3, down CI
Sunset 6:36. Sunrise 5. ts
Moon rises 12:54 a.m
Wednesday, sets 11 40 a m
The limited permit allowing up to $30
million in preliminary work was ap-
proved after . the Atomic Energy
Licensing Board held hearings here and
in Hartsville lag November and
December.
The board still has to hold hearings
this summer on safety and en-
vironmental issues involved in the
project before it can issue a permit to
TVA to begin construction of the plant
itself.
TVA officials are hoping to begin
actual construction of the plant neat
fall. Scheduled for completion in 1985,
the plant would generate 5.1 million
kilowatts of electricity.
Three members of the federal
Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards will meet here Friday to
begin a lengthy technical review of the
radiation safety features of the plant.
The committee and licensing board
operate separately but both are under
the auspices of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, which has the ultimate
authority for nuclear projects.
TVA is now building four nuclear
power plants in Alabama and Ten-
nessee and, in addition to the Hartsville
plant, has plans for at least two others,
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New let stream blade
slim 5-m case Fast cool





Floats in water -ideal for
campers, fishermen, etc.
Ind . batt. 8231 /51WBCO
(B) 3 Sizes of 4922
Flashlights AB (2 cad)
Chromed metal case.
Choice of size. 1072/3/5TS
2-Cell.. .2.22 3C11..3.77

















with BUILT-IN HOME INTERCOM
139
Communication outside ariti your home!
3-position switch permits monitoring through inter
corn or PA. 23 channel lighted dial, noise limiter




Cuts %" deep trench on
first pass. Clean-cutting 8"
winged blade-- no scalping.
Easy to convert from edging

















Grid flips over -round for
hamburgers, square for sand-
wiches. cooks them in just
two minutes Cooki eggs,










Big 5 h.p. Briggs &Stratton engine. Recoil starter.
Power reverse 4 tilling widths. 93/4" to 26".
Heavy-duty drive. Convenient control for tilling
depth. Throttle-stop and reverse controls on han-
dle. Adjustable handlebars Extension tines and
furrowing tool accessories available.$2295
• • a •
PAC: !ME MURRAY, Ky., 1Ltt & !IMF) tOndritsiluy
(Itilmi7r%011
rUPER MARKET
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.







BACON 12 01. 89'
Fields
BOLOGNA  lb 894
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Del Monte Fruit 17o.
COCKTAIL 303 Con 394
Sliced or Crushed In Syrup 81/4 oz.
PINEAPPLE • • • 3/79'
Del Monte
CATSUP 32 oz. 794
Vlasic Hot Dog
Sweet or Piccalli
RELISH  wthinn 3/$1®
Imperial Light Blended
MARGARINE 16 oz 394
Velveeta


















CHEESE 8 oz 494
$219CMGE
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Private Use Of State Cars Curtailed By Gov. Carroll Ford Makes Public
His Income Tax Data
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Next fiscal year you won't see




which has caused occasional
grumbling and misun-
derstanding among state
workers and citizens, will end
after an executive order takes
effect June 30.
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Gov. Julian Carroll said
Tuesday he has issued the
order for, among other things,
image purposes —because the
public believes the cars are
being assigned for the, private
use of officials.
The order acknowledges as
much, saying many vehicles
are kept and maintained at
residences of state employes
and thus, it adds:
"It is pai-ticuparly difficult
to clearly demonstrate to the
people of the commonwealth
that these vehicles are not
being assigned for (such)
Use."
Carroll added that his order
will result in "substantial
savings" to the taxpayers."
But no figures were cited,
and press secretary Join
Nichols said the state has no
unmediate estimate on the
number of exclusively
assigned vehicles now ino




4rnembers are among those
who enjoy the benefits
currently.
Others are Bureau of
ome items not exactl •Q5 •ictur d









































of the governor's staff,
commissioners and state
police.
State police and other law
enforcement employes will
continue to get exclusive use.
of assigned autos. Carroll's
order does not affect them.
The governor said he in-









200,,  Off The Regular Price








D. 11. Smith Tom Thumb
Sprayer
are not used for personal
purposes, while at the same
time establishing ''a
meaningful system of vehicle
availability" for state workers
who need it.
The state Transportation
Department operates a motor
pool which can be enlarged, if
necessary. The governor said

















THE DUST MAGNE 1
%pros Sow storks owl moo.
topic* os foot as orozieg
6 oz. astneel ars
ASH1:siG1 uN i AP -
President Ford, who paid
$94,568.93 in 1975 federal in-
come taxes, only waited a
couple of weeks to get a refund
check of $11,631.07 from the
Internal Revenue Service.
Ford's press secretary, Ron
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ll Electric Vibro-Maker 
Sunning Schauer
MI
ii.• Battery% Engraver Cots 
.Lawn
:
• folds up 
to make Chargers muii• 
Reg ed a head rest or
•Ret lays flat 6 amp-6 or 12 Volt $2197 
Mower
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$1 347 








MI0 AlOutOmpat-eicor 12 vott $2697 
N
M .• $74" .• Protect Your Valuables 1 amp-6 or 12 volt S1197 
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Hoses




Uncle Jeff's Reg. 137.99 
3 Piece Redwood
detailed rep' it E, .rd's
Income tax return. showing
the President made $251,991.24
last year and., had taxable
income of $204,605.83.
Nessen said Ford's tax
forms were filed earlier this
month and that he received his
refund check during the past
week.
When asked why Ford
"seems to get speedier service
(from the IRS i than the rest of
us," Nessen gave no answer
other than to smile.
Nessen said Ford paid
638,200 more in federal taxes
in 1975 than he did the
previous year.
Gross income included the
President's salary, his $50,000
expense accpunt and $1,991.24
in savings account interest.
small dividend and a net
return on rental property the
Fords own in Virginia,
Michigan and Colorado.
"The President hopes this
will be a model for the degree
of detail on tax information
that all candidates should
issue to the voters whom they
are asking to elevate them to
the presidency," Nessen said.
Nessen said $.106.200 tax was
withheld from Ford's weekly
paycheck.
1 Legal Notice
AS OF APRIL 13, 1976 I
will 110 longer be
responsible for any
debts other than my
own. Charles 0.







be submitted by 12
noon, the (ray before
publication. • ---
A I 1 reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 4 p.m.
the day before
publication.
I SAVE 6)1 on 01-1•14 Aerei
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2. Notice
ts h'esults You Want-Its (war MAN You Need
NOTICE
n.pplus.unailely 12,000sg. ft of
elltal space avallable at 2nd
arid Poplar Streets Western




Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.















of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1873 after 5 p.
m or weekends.
Card Of Thanks
I ROBERT H. RADFORD
and the rest of the
family of Mrs. Kittie
Radford wish to express
our thanks and gratitude
to the people of Lynn
Grove, Harris Grove,
and surrounding area
for the kindness and
consideration they
showed at the time of
our sorrow. The Family
of Mrs. Kittie Radford.
6. Help Wanted
WANTED
Four persons needed for
aggressive and ex-
panding company who





















Some all days must be
worked. Age-no
limitation. If you can do










retirement. Must be 21
years old and bondable.
For interview call Bill
Owen, Thursday, 9 a. m.
to 5 p. m.
WANT SOMEONE to haul









I'LL 60 THR7u6H THE 6A.TE
AND GET A FREE Se6EE3ALL
CAP THEN I'LL CLIMB DNA
THIS 3LI.LL, EWE ,f0U THE CAP
ANO 60 AROUND TNROu6H
THE 6ATE A6rArN
I'LL. START YOU OFF
AT * 5 A WEEK, AND
NEXT YEAR
--, IT GOES



























MECHANIC for 5102 days
a week. Write to Box 32C
Murray, Ky.
REMEMBER THERE IS
a full time shop man at
Dill Electric also we
have air compressors
for sale. Call 753-9104.
MALE COOK AT
Southside Restaurant.
Also will do some clean-
up work. From 4 p. m-9
p. m. Apply in person.




strations. Must have use
of car, and willing to
work. Part time 79.50
per week, full time
$180.00 per week. For
interview write Box 151









S qv OWIng Calf poratton wry*
retail outlets is looking for
people in manogernern and
supervision it you e
looking for a caillogiang
tarter Hier offers op-
Portuartv for advancement























desiring to raise money.
Nationally known firm,









































ONE A.M.rr AN HE
HA Ng- BACK T rr-
• •
mL 
14. Want To Boy
USED AIR conditioner,
call Bob at Dill Electric,
753-9104.
LAYING HENS. Call 753-
9981.
STANDINh TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.




3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 chain
drive, $189.95. All with B
& S engines. Arallin
Hardware, Paris, Term.
TILLER SALE, Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
CARPETING. Full house
of Mohawk carpeting in
beige, priced to sell. Call
753-4872 or 753-1640 or
753-4800 after 5 p. m.
BABY ITEMS, dressing
table, $8.00. Infant seat,





brown. A set of 2 oc-









12 CUttIC FT. chest type
freezer, ;125.00.
Exercycle electric and
manual, $50.00. Call 489-
2451.
ASSORTED FLOWER
and garden plants. Can
be seen at Lynn Grove
Egg co., ,Lynn Grove,
Ky., or call 435-4197.
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots: fluff
beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre rent









$100.00. Table with 4
chairs, $20.00. Platform
rocker, $10.00. Call 753-
9218 after
sAyt $40 on deluxe 19 Cu. ft.
upright freezer










speed girls, one with
child seat Call 753-1820.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet.
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Western Auto,
home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
WOOD $12.00 a rick. Call
753-4856.












FENCE SALE at SEARS
now through April 30.
,all Larry 1,yles at 753-
2310 for freeestimates of
"".-'790r0PPellr"--
16. Home Furnishings
FREEZER 20.3 cubic ft.
upright, General
Electric ;250.00. Call
767-4794 after 6 p.m.
1=1
ELECTROLU7C SALES




and Service, 500 Maple












JOHN DEERE 12 h.p.
model L tractor. Wide
front end, $490.00. Call
435-4494.
CASE TRACTOR 730, 3
16" case plows, 10 ft.
Ford wheel disc, 2 row
cultivator, 4 row spray
unit, will sell all
together or separate
Call 753-6763
16' SIX INCH auger with
electric motor, 7' New
Holland hay conditioner,
2 row Ford corn drill,




model, Ford plow three
14", 8' wheel type disc, 2
row cultivator, lime
truck, 1960 Dodge, Case
700 combine. Call 753-
4726.
52 CASE V.A.C. tractor,
$800.00. With plow
$950.00. Call 436-5346.
TWO ROW Birch planter.










tractor with 20 ton
Phelan low boy trailer.
;2,800. Call 436-2140.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co.. 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 ro1.4
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
FOR SALE 1969 model 930
Case tractor. Call after
5,753-5199.














and 8 track recorder.
Call 753-9634 after 3:30 p.
m.
KIMBERLY GUITAR, 2
pickup, 6 string, elec-
tric. $40.00 or best offer.
Call 753-8116.
NORMANDY "Reso-
Tone" B flat Soprano
Clarinet. LeBlanc Co.








organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The









i' Kelley's Termite8 Pest Control
UO South 13 Street
Flies. Roaches













Farm. Irvin Cobb Road,
call 436-5894.
'SAVE $100 on 19 in ding color
portable T V





• P1 us Transportation
NEW CUSTOM made red
wood patio table, $75.00.
Call 753-9431 after 7 p.m.
60" BENCH SEAT for





















Reserve a nice apart-
ment for summer
and fall. Will ac-
comodate 2, 3, or 4
boys or girls.
Phone 753585 days
or 753 5108 after 6
P.m.
AIR COMPRESSOR.
farm wagon, large pot
bellied stove, medium
icebox, heavy white iron
bed, springs and mat-
tress. Homelite chain




1 season. Call 753-7909.
TWO WHEEL ROUGH
terrain motor bike. 80
h.p. outboard. See at No.





base radio with Tuner




34s h.p., Whirlpool chest
type freezer, 20 ft. 2
years old. G.E. air
conditioner, window







Suns Mon Ulm, a• t •
Wier Wm,
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers,








19" PHILCO color T. V.
and stand. 1% years old.
$175.00. Call 753-7581
after 4 p. m.
RESPONSIBLE PER-
SON to take up
payments on stereo,
AM-FM radio, phono
and tape. J & B Music,
phone 753-7575.
COLOR CONSOLE 25"
T.V. $10.00 month. J & B
Music, Chestnut St.
11. Mobile Home Sales
10 x 55 MOBILE HOME
$1,295.00. Contact
Howard Pickard Route
1, Dexter, near the C. T.
Jeffrey Farm.
1905 10 x 50 SKYLINE
trailer. All electric,
furnished, carpeted.
$2,350. Call 753-6796 after
8 p.m.
12 x 70 THREE bedroom,
2 bath, fully carpeted,
extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5.
10 x 45 TRAILER. $2,303.
Electric stove, $40.00.
Call 489-2748.
1972 HOME1 1E 12 x 60.
unfurnished, all electric
house trailer, take over
payments with small
down payment or $3,900.




home 12' wide totally
electricl $2,500. Several
choice used homes plus




1968 VICEROY 12 x 60 2
bedroom, all electric,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer, air con-
ditioner, underpinning,
100 amp service pole.
Call 474-2397 after 4 p.
m.
12 x 60 TRAILER, an-
chored in concrete
foundation. Two air
conditioners, on lot of
100' by 260', a new well
Call 492-8195.
1972 TWO BEDROOM,
central air, washer and
dryer, underpinned, tie
downs. Bargain price.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 z 60 WINSTON, 2
bedroom, central air
and heat. All electric.
Call 489-2317 or 489-2348.
1973 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, wall to wall
carpet, all house type
furniture, central air, on




2$. Heat g & Cooling
COLD SPOT window air
conditioner. 32,000 BTU.
Call 753-9021 after 4 p.
m. Only 2 years old.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office. Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 x 60 TWO BEDROOM,
2 bath, furnished with
washer, dryer, and air
condition. Summer only,
;115.00 month. See at A-3
Mobile Home Village,
after 6:30.
31. Want To Rent
MALE, SENIOR
agriculture 'major
wishes to rent quiet
furnished 1 or 2 bedroom




available. Call Jeff 767-
E434 evenings.
LANDLORDS, young
married couple want to
rent one or 2 bedroom
apartment or house.
Immediately or
beginning with May. For
one year in Murray. Call
after 5,753-9767.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT for rent. Also
















miles from Murray. On
121 Southeast. Call 753-
9465, after 6 436-5344.
MURRAY MANOR




paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. $100.00
deposit, 6 months lease,
no pets, must meet
income specifications
and have good credit
references.
NEATLY FURNISHED 1
or 2 bedroom apart-
ment. Kelly's Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-




MENT, for 4 students
near University for
summer and fall. Call
753-7575 or 753-0669





SADDLE HORSE mare, 7
years old. Call 492-8746.
REGISTERED BLACK
Angus bull, 2% years
old. Seven registered
Angus cows will calf in
October. Call 753-2400.











lines. Call 753-6412 or
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38 Pets Supplies
20 GALLON aquarium








colors and sex. 4-H










S03 SOUTH 1th Street,
garage sale, all an-
tiques, walnut, cherry,





Saturday, 9-?, 11 miles




babies clothes. All sizes.






















April 23 de 24, 1976
Starting at 9:00 a.m.
on Friday and Satur-
ay. Many items to
choose from. 504
South Sixth Street.
X.§ 11E1' X 310
41 Puma. Sales
SPRING RUMMAGE
Sale Saturday 24, of
April at American
Legion Hall, from 7 a.











with bui1t-11ff, large out
building, also stran-steel
shop with 10' doors,
• large lot. Price reduced,
for $34,000. Call 753-8615.
SPECIAL FOR
THE WEEK
Extra nice 11 room, 6 br. 4
bath, harne with
everything. Central gas
heat and central air, 12
closets, basement, 2
fireplaces, wall to wall
carpets, drapes, den,
dining room, built-ins in
the Kitchen, and lots of
extras on a good sized





of western cedar and
white brick. In secluded
wooded area, with lake
view. All the quality
features for gracious
hying plus fireplace,
walk around deck, and
formal dining room.
Picturesque inside and
out. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate.
146 ACRES WITH over
1000 feet of frontage on
Barkley Lake, several
extra building sites with
beautiful lake view. This
is a unique opportunity
to own a private
secluded resort for only
$459.00 per acre, total
price $67,000.00. For full
time personal Real
Estate Service, phone
Bill Kopperud at Kop-
perad Realty, 753-1222
BUILT UP ROOFING
Repair Work. New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor





1975 Motor Vehicle License (City Stickers) Ex-
pire May 1, 1976. 1976 Licenses may be pur-
chased at the City Clerk's Office, City Hall
Building, 800 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday. The cost of the license is $10.013 and you
will need your 1975 license plate number. 1976
Dog Licenses ($2.001 and Motorcycle License
($2.00) are also on sale. You must present a
current rabies vaccination for the dog license






located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
44 lots For Sale
SHERWOOD FORREST,




house. Deed with cash
$2,400..or will sell on land
contract, $400 down,





46 Homes For Sale
NEW THREE bedroom
brick central heat and
air. Built-ins on 12 acres
of good land. Three
miles east of Dexter,
Highway 1346. Price
reduced to $33,000. Call
753-8615.
GOOD LEVEL FARM
land 25 to 85 acres, 12
mile East of Kirksey.
Call 489-2434.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone













baths, central air and









Price to sell at
00,000. Phone 753-
0675.
FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom house, new









1973 HONDA CB-350 with
lots of extras. Call 753-
6000.
HONDA 1972 CB100, good
condition. $275.00. Call
489-2595.
1711 Miller Ave For Sale by Owner
5 bedroom, 3'4 bath, story brick. Urge foryer with staircase, Urge
den with fireplace, bookcase, beautiful kitchen, ceramic tile on
cabinets_ All Frigidaire appliances. Utility room. Covered tie patio,
double gas grill plus built-in charcoal grill. Urge storage house,
double cmport. Central gas heat, air conditioning, Many extras. This
house is constructed of quality material and workmanship.
Shown by appointment only. Call 753-5777
or 753-8270
A not he r View
T. nors u •. -
• • ̀• .<




new with 3300 miles.
$595.00. Two rail bike
trailer. $100.00. Call 436-
5570.
1974 YAMAHA 360
Enduro street or trail.
Call 753-5201 or 753-0869.
1974 SL 125 bored out, new





FOR SALE BY OWNER,
Honda mini-bike QA50.
Like new. $195.00. Call
753-2958.




1974 HONDA XL350 8,000
miles. New tires, chain
and always kept tuned.




handle bars, wheels. 250
front end complete.
Coney shocks. Saddle
bag, large gas tank.
Telleborg tires. Only 200
miles. Cost $1590.00,
Sake $850.00. Call 1-522-
8469.
1975 HONDA XL 250 Call
753-9407.
HONDA MR175 Elsinore,
one 1975 model and one
1976 model. Honda XR75





for sale. Call 436-5334
49. Used Cars & Trucks





station wagon. Call 753-




paint, and interior. Call
753-8330.
1969 LTD, four door
sedan, excellent con-
dition, factory air. Call
753-3249.
1965 CHEVROLET Bel
Air, 6 cylinder, 2 new
tires, good condition.
Call after 6 p. m., 753-
8900.
1966 Chevrolet Pick-up
truck. $300.00. Call 753--
8290.
1969 CHRYSLER. Fac-
tory air, power steering,
power brakes, good
mechanical condition.
Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 VEGA WAGON, V-8,
with turbo, mags,
custom paint. $1,650.
Call 437-4749 after 5.
SO. Campers
NICE CAMPER topper
• for long wheel base
truck. Phone 492-8580.
1937 CHEVROLET
COUPE. Can be seen at







1969 VW Karman Ghia
copiiertible, 4' speed
transmission, only
15,000 miles on engine.






pickup. Call 753-7140. ;
1968 EL CAMINO, sharp
SS396, 4 speed. Call 753-
8739.






1961 TR 3 Roadster
convertible. $595.00. Call
436-5570









pickup truck. Call 492-
8615.
1964 FORD 1,4 ton, ex-
cellent condition, good




mags and etc. Good
condition, and Realistic
base or mobile CB with




34mpg, $3,800. Call 753-




steering Must sell. Call
753-0028.
1947 CHEVROLET 4 door
Caprice model. Call 753-
4454 after 4 p.m.
50. Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six Call 753-4904.
20 FT. HI-1.0 camper.
Self-contained, like new.
Can be seen at Key Used
Cars, on South 4th or call
753-5500 or-53-6200.
CAMPER STARCRAFT
sleeps 8. Call 753-1702




vice. No job too small.






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET
CAREclean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution,
rugs come clean te,
steam cleaning. Free




I 'all after 6:00 pin
'WILL GIVE TENNIS
LESSONS, starting May






This week walnut dresser with marble, walnut
bureau, 2 four drawer chest, 2 oak v. ashstands,
Early American side board, mahogany high boy,
cherry bed and and dresser. oak buffet, old
trunk. childs' rocker, walnut bookcase, oak
organ, love seat, kitchen cabinet, old books, old
clock, gun, glass and lots more
%arty McBride
No. 247 Auctioneer
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading barkfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric












Estate, or Lake Way
Shores. Call 436-2149.
WANTED LAWNS to








0712 - night 901-642-7791
or in Murray, Murray




asphalt coating. 20 per
cent cooler in the
summer time. Call 436-






















bank gravel. Call 43-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






When you need supplies
equipment or service roll us
Cleaning is what we knew
hest the have steam cleaners
and other chteniel equathent
for rent or d yow paler ow
will clean your carpets and
floors for yew.
753-7753
DOZER' - AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Calf 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354-






















and exterior by the hour










Interior, years of ex-
perience. By the job or











and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
BACKHOE WORK and
hauling Sand, dirt, red
and grey gravel. Stump
removal, road building,






1 $i,L. • • Offered
W ILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling
bills, call Larry Lviesat
753-2310 for free
estimates.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication, portable
welding. 24 hour service.
Six miles south on 121.
Call 436-2611 or 436-2590
or 436-2227.
ELEL.TRICA1- WIRING --
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
)4 Fire Ciluiri
MIXED BREED L4




•HOSPI1 Al SUPPLIES FOR RENj AND SALE





I Mile fast On Hwy. 94








,0 00(5 m 5 00p m Mors thru Sot
Closed Thursdays






International Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of April
1976. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days
No changes will be made in copy
-Paid days will run first
- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
NUMBER OF DAYS PAW NUMBER OF DAYS FREE TOTAL DAYS RUN
3 _ 1  _ 4 
6 8 
9 3 12
Hearing Tests Set For
Thursday fit Friday
In Benton
Free electronic hearing tests will be given at the Belton e of Benton office on
Thursday and Friday.
Fectory•trained hearing aid specialists will be at the office to perform the tests.
Anyone who has trouble hearing or understanding is welcome to have a test using
the latest electronic equipment to determine his or her particular loss. Diag
rams
showing how the ear works and some of the causes of hearing loss will be available
Everyone should have a hearing tett at least once e year rI there is any troub
le at
all hearing clearly. Even people now wearing a hearing aid or those who have 
been
told nothing could be done for them should have a hearing test and find 
out *bete
the latest methods of hearing correction.
The free hearing tests will be given at the BELTON! OFTICE, 1200 Poplar on Th
ur-
sday and Friday, April 22nd end 23rd from t.. In. ti 3 p. in. If you can't come, call
for an appointment for another day or time. Won't it be nice to NEAR AGAIN?
BELTONE of BENTON
1200 POPLAR ST. PHONE 527-8463
Jewell G. Warford, Hearing Aid Specialist
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Honors Day at Murray State
University — a program held
each spring to recognize
outstanding students on the
campus — is scheduled to
begin at 2 p. m. (CDT) on






will be involved in the
program. A total of 185 in-
dividual presentations will be
made of grants, cash awards,
certificates, and citations by




assistant dean of admissions
and coordinator of the Honors
Day Program, emphasized
that all parents and friends
are invited to attend. He
suggested that everyone who
plans to attend take note of
Central Daylight Time that
becomes effective on April 25.
Parents of students to be




A gospel singing and benefit
show for the Karen Brandon
Family will be held Saturday,
April 24, at 7:30 p.m. at
Jonathan Elementary School
located on Highway 68 in
Marshall County.
Featured singers will in-
clude the Happy Life Quartet,
Neighbors Quartet, and
Disciples Quartet. Admission
will be by a donation.
Karen, young daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Brandon,
has been undergoing special
treatments for cancer at St.
Jude's Hospital in Memphis,
Tenn., since December.
The funeral for Earl
Jackson of 310 North Pine
Street, Murray, is being held
today at two p. m. at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the Rutledge Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Mr. Jackson, age 52, died
Saturday at five p. m. He was
an employe of the Ryan Milk
Company.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rose! Jackson, Murray; two
daughters, Miss Gail Jackson,
Murray, and Mrs. Donna
Reid, Toledo, Ohio; one son,
Steve Jackson, Murray; three
sisters, four brothers, five
grandchildren, and two aunts.
Mrs. Elwyn (Maggie)
Lucas, mother of Mrs.
Margaret Franklin of Murray,
died Tuesday at four p. m. at
her home in Marion. She was
72 years of age.
Survivors are her husband.
Elwyn Lucas, Marion; two
daughters, Mrs. Franklin of
Murray and Mrs. Mary Alice
Trammel of Stillwater, Okla.;
two sons, Billy M. Lucas of
Dixon and John E. Lucas of
Evansville, Ind.; ten gran-
dchildren; two great gran-
dchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Tucker Funeral
Home, Marion, with Rev.
Wendell Hurt and Rev. T. D.
Everett officiating. Burial will
be in the Mapleview Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p. m.
Thursday.
received a personal letter of
invitation from Dr. Con-
stantine W. CurriS, university
president.
Cathy Cole of Murray, a
senior and the immediate past
president of the Student
Government Association, will
preside during the honors
program. Bill Fisher, a
Murray senior, will deliver the
invocation.
Curris will welcome guests
to the campus, and Dr.
William G, Read, vice-
president Sor academic
programs, will introduce the
academic deans. The deans
will preside as department
heads from each un-
dergraduate college make
presentations.
Among students to be
recognized are the out-




societies, students named to
"Wko's Who in American
Universities and Colleges,"
the ideal freshman woman
and man, and recipients of
awards made by the Student
Government Association.
Dr. Roy V. Kirk, chairman
of the Department of
Management at Murray State
University, has been awarded
Dr. Roy V. Kirk
a fellowship to participate in
the Summer Institute In
Advanced Management
Studies at Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, Pa.,
June 13-25.
He is one of 35 graduate
business management
professors from across the
country chosen by the
Graduate School of Industrial
Administration at Carnegie-
Mellon to attend the institute,
which is supported by an
Alcoa Foundation grant.
The purpose of the institute
under the direction of V.
Joseph Bowman, associate
professor of industrial ad-
ministration at Carnegie-
Mellon, is to familiarize
participants with the newest
developments in research and
teaching methods in
management education and to
enhance their understanding
of the use of moderq
analytical techniques in the
functional areas of business.
Kirk, who was named
chairman of the Department
of Management at Murray
State in 1972, was on the
faculty for 10 years at Ren-
sselaer Polytechnic Institute
in Troy, N. Y. He has also
served on both faculty and
staff at Purdue University.
During the summer of 1965,
Kirk served as a visiting
professor at the Harvard
University Graduate School of
Business for the Case Method
Program sponsored by the
Ford Foundation.
He earned the B. S. in
chemical engineering, the M.
S. in industrial management,
and the Ph. D. at the Herman
C. Krannert Graduate 'School
of Industrial Administration,
all at Purdue University.
111
Calloway County Court Clerk Marvin Harris, left, buys
a ticket to the Re'Generation Concert from Baptist
Student Union President David Ezell as Anita feezor and
Sheila Ellington look on. The concert, a patriotic musical
entitled "America Is," will be presented Thursday, April
22, at 730 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Tickets $1.00 to $2.00 and are available at
Chuck's Mimic Center, The Christian Book Store, the
BSU, or at the door the night of the concert.
AT&T Asks Increase On
WASHINGTON (AP) —
American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. is asking the
Federal Communications
Cormnission to approve
proposed rate increases for
interstate private lines ef-
fective May 19. -- --
AT&T filed the new rates, in
what has come to be called the
hi-lo rate case, late Monday. It
will call the new system
"Multi-schedule private
lines."
AT&T said it would mean
increases for most of its 20,000
private line customers. But
the impact, like that of the hi-
lo tariff it replaces, is ex-
pected to fall heavily on
national news wire services.
The earlier proposal, whose
full imposition has been
delayed by a court order,
would have increased wire




• 3 temperature selections
• Permanent press cycle
• Up front lint filter — easy
to see, easy to clean • Large
loading port
Court Upholds Housing In Suburbs
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
Inner-city blacks, often
trapped in ghetto areas
because of their need for
cheap housing available there,
may soon find similar low-
income housing in the
predominantly white suburbs
as a result of a Supreme Court
decision.
The court, in an 84) decision
Tuesday, said black residents
of Chicago had been confined
to public housing projects in
.ghetto areas of the inner city
largely because of federal
complicity in discriminatory
practices that kept low-
income housing out of the
suburbs.
Therefore, the justices said,
when federal officials are
found guilty of racial bias in
tlie placement of low-income
housing in a city, federal
courts can order them to
create housing for the poor in
neighboring suburbs.
The court's decision could
have widespread effects on
construction of new public
housing projects in cities
where -blacks can prove that
low-income housing has been
concentrated in ghetto areas
by governmental efforts to
keep the poor confined within
city limits.
In the Chicago case, lower
courts had held that the city
housing authority created a
pattern of overwhelmingly
white occupancy of low-
income units in white neigh-
borhoods and black occupancy
in black sections. The courts
also held that the federal
Department of Housing and
Interstate Lines
by $1.3 million annually, or 34
per cent.
The impact of the new
proposals on wire services
was not detailed byAT&T, but
the pattern of increases was
similar to that in the old
proposal.
Short haul private lines in
areas away from major cities
would bear the brunt of the
increases. This type of service




• Permanent press cycle
• 3 wash-rinse temperature
combinations • 3 water level






• Frost free in refrigerator
and freezer sections • Rolls
out on wheels • Door shelf
storage in refrigerator and
freezer • Adjustable canti-
lever shelves
service leases from AT&T.
An AT&T representative
told The AP that the increases
under the proposal announced
Monday would be higher than
in the previous plan, but he did
not attach a figure to his
statement.
AT&T said if the FCC
approves the new rate this
would add ;4 million to its $314





approving and financing the
plans drawn by Chicago of-
ficials.
The justices said that since
HUD operates irrespective of
local boundary lines, it was
proper for a lower court to
order the federal agency "to
foster projects located in
white areas" as a cure for the
department's past complicity
in discrimination.
The court ruled specifically
that HUD can be ordered to
provide such housing in the
suburbs if the federal
government has contributed
to city segregation through its
public housing funding
addiPl'e glock 41aget
U.S. Homes II Alit
Kaufman di Broad 10 +44
Ponderosa Systems 104 +%
Kimberly Clark 40 +iii
Union Carbide 71% +%
W.R. Grace 29% +%
Texaco 26% . +%
General Elec 54 +%
GAF Corp  IS% +1/4
Georgia Pacific  
Pfizer  2111N4 +%




Franklin Mint . .  25% +4
• Easy-clean oven panels • Remw.ab
le
oven door • Oven temperature cycling





• Use as a portable now - as a built-in





• 5,000 BTUs • 10-position thermostat •
Easy mount installation • Weighs only
50 pounds
programs.
In the Chicago area, the
decision could lead to a
housing plan that would span
six counties and an area of
nearly 4,000 square miles. The
Supreme Court said it .con-
sidered the "relevant
geographic area" for blacks
seeking low-cost housing in
Chicago "is the Chicago
housing market, not the
Chicago city limits."
Car Wash Planned By
Murray Tri-Alphas
The Murray High School
Tr -Alpha Club will sponsor a
car wash for Easter Seal
Drive on Saturday, April 24, at
the 641 Super Shell Station on
South 12th Street.
-Pfice will be $1.50 for wash
and $2.00 for wash and




Hubbard will be the guest
speaker at the initiation
banquet of Pi Sigma Alpha at
Murray State University




Thursday, April 22, at 11:45




• Great for counter-top cooking • Con
venierit defrost cycle handy for frozen
foods • The modern way to cook tv din-




Black & White IV
• 12" diagonal picture • 100% solid state
circuitry • Great looking high impact




• 10" diagonal picture • Efficient circuit
has many solid state components • Built-
in antennas • VHF pre-set fine tuning
SPECIAL PRICED MERCHANDISE
Golf Balls  pkg
 of 3
3 ft. Step Ladders 
Steak Knives (6 knives) 
Trash Bags (10 Bags) 
Pocket Calculator





8 Was to Buy
• 4ash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M.













































































































LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Ford's press
secretary, Ron Nessen, can
host a television comedy show
spoofing his boss. And the
President ,himself can deliver
a line or two. —
But whether other gover-
nment officials will race to
disport themselves on the tube
remains to be seen. In Ken-
tucky, at least, it's not likely.
Unbusinesslike? "Yes. I
would say so," said John
Nichols, press secretary for
Gov. Julian Carroll.
"I probably would not do
it," he added, though he
avoided criticizing either Ford
or Nessen.
What Nessen did was spend
90 minutes as host of last
weekend's "NBC's Saturday
Night," a series that regularly
rakes the President over the
and Ford himself appeared
briefly on videotape. "I'm
Gerald Ford and you're not,"
was his taped one-line
reioincis.r to his critics.
i'Several factors enter into
it,Sichols said . cautiously
when reached Monday by
telephone Frankfort.
Nessen, he noted, has
considerable television ex-
perience. He was a television
newsman for years and served
as an NBC White House
correspondent before
becoming White House press
secretary.
"It's hard for me to speak
from the point -of view-of the
press. secretary for the
President of the United
States," Nichols said, "but I
can—see perhaps why he did it,
given his experience on
appearance, he said, because
it could do "a good deal to
demean the office of the man
you represent.
"A press secretary is
nothing more than a
spokesman -fOr the governor.
The impression a press
secretary makes in anything
he does would serve to carry
over—to bring either criticism
or approval of the man he
represents."
Televised shenanigans by
such a representative, Nichols
allowed, -would not serve to
enhance the office of the man
he represents." _ .





television and given his ex- "Personally, I wouldn't do
_ perience with NBC," it," Nichols said. "I don't
President Ford gave Nessen Nichols, however,- would be Vlieve Wotild-do—
permission to host the ,Thow dubioUs about makinr such an it."
Human Pursuits Threatening
Extinction Of Some Monkeys
WASHINGTON ( APi —
About 35 per cent of the
world's monkey species may
be threatened with extinction
because of such human
pursuits as war, farming,
logging, medical research and
'het-keeping, according to the
Interior Department.
It proposed on Monday that
27 monkey species be added to
the list of endangered or
threatened animals, raising to
55 the total number of
primates so listed by the
-Sure there are a
lot of good reasons
to drive 55, but
there's one thing
to remember:
Space donated as a public
service by this newspaper, the
Department of Transportation
and the Advertising Council.
United States.
The proposal published in
the Federal Registrar
followed a survey of the 150
living primate species by the
department's U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.
"About 35 per cent of the
world's monkey species are in
deep trouble," according to
the survey.
Among the threatened
species is the chimpanzee,
described in the World Book
encyclopedia as "the most
intelligent of all animals."
The decline of four
Indochinese species was
blamed on "military activities
and other habitat disrup-
tions."
It was proposed that 12 of
the species be listed as en-
dangered — a category that
means they are in imminent
danger of extinction in the
wild. Fifteen of the species
would be listed as threatened,
meaning they are likely to
become endangered in the
foreseeable future if no action
is taken to reverse the trend.
Endangered species receive
complete federal protection.
None can be killed, placed into
commerce, or possessed
without a special permit,
which is given only for
scientific purposes or to
enhance the propagation or
survival of the animal.
Threatened species
regulations are written on a
caseby-case basis depending
on the needs of the animal.
Ten of the species proposed
for the list live in Asia, 11 in
Africa and six in Latin
America.
Threats to the survival of
the Asian primates also in-
cluded the destruction of
forests for plantations,
collection for biomedical
research and pets and use of
some species as food by man.
The African primates are
threatened because of ex-
tensive logging operations,
hunting for human food, the
collection of some of the more
colorful species for zoological
display, agriculture and
scientific research.
And in Latin America, the
monkeys are threatened by
the loss of forests to farming
and logging, and collection of
the animals for the U.S. pet
and zoo trades.
Randy Herndon












































Shop Downtown Murray Apr22,23,24
Calloway County's Largest Shopping Center
Three Big Days of
Super Savings from these
Participating Mgrchants




































Purchase Industrial Loon Plan









Your Business Where You Get:
*Quality Merchandise
*Tops In Service
*Every Purchase is Value Packed
Shop Downtown Murray Merchants
You Have Easy Access to:




•Calloway Co. Court House
•Main Office of Both Banks
*Murray Calloway Co. Hospital
•Murray Calloway Co. Library
Free Parking • Free Parking • Free Parking • Free Parking* Free Parking
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Philip Carter and his parents Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Car-
ter. Philip was awarded his Gold and Silver Arrows hs
Pack 57.
-PACK 57 OVERALL DESIGN WINNERS OF THE
PINEWOOD DERBY: First Place, Michael Morgan;
Second Place,' Comanche 119aus; Third Place, Philip
PACK 57 OVERALLPINEWOOD DERBY 5% INNERS AND THEIR PARENTS: First Place,
Brian Doyle and Mr. Doyle; Third Placr.Winner, James Welk and Mrs. Welts; Second
Place, John Swan ,ind Mr. Swan.
GRADUATING WEBELOS irom Pack 57. Tim Burtchfield and Mr. and Mrs. Burtchtield,
Harry Weatherly and Mr. Weatherly, Jon Lindauer and Mrs. Lindauer, Neil Segal and Mr
Segal.
PACK 57 NEWLY FORMED DEN 2. Bernard Cayett and Mrs. Cavett; Brent Preddy and
Mr. and Mrs. Preddy; Brad Skierkowski and Mrs. Skierkowski; David Daughaday and
Mrs. Daughaday; Comanche Thomas and Mrs. Thomas; Will Futrell and Mrs. Futrell.
•
wAnkt."."0
FADUCAti: Downtown, Minivans it
Crossroads
MAYFIELO Ore Dv. Square




Originally $20 to $23
Sizes 5-15,6-16
Juniors and Misses
100% Cotton Painters Cloth-Pants and Jeans
Six Fabulous Styles in Mint, Beige, DustyRose
LAY AWAY SEVERAL PAIRS FOR SUMMER!
PACK 57 PINEWOOD DERBY WINNERS—First, Second, and third Place by Dens and
Webeles eiloios by Gerald C.Arter
Pinewood Derby Held By
Cub Scout Pack 57 Here
Pack DT held its Annual
Pinewood Derby at Carter
$chool. The meeting was..
opened by the Flag Ceremony.
Cub Master, Gerald Carter,
welcomed the Cub Scouts,
their parents and guests, and
made pictures.
Awards earned by the Cub
Scouts since the last monthly
meeting were presented. Jon
Lindauer, Brian Doyle, and
Neil Segal were presented
with their graduation cer-




following awards to the
Webelos: Tim Burtchfield,
Artist, Craftsman and
Traveler Awards; Jon Lin-







Leaders of the newly formed
Den 2 with their Den Leader
Badges. Mrs. Gloria Thomas
is the new Den Leader and
Mrs. William Futrell is Asst.
Den Leader. Bob Cat Badges
were. presented to the new
members of Den 2. Those




Thomas, and Will Futrell.
Mrs. Anita Morgan, new Den
Leader of Den 3, was
presented with her Den
Leader Badge.
Den 1 recently held an
Uniform Inspection. David
Randolph and Philip Carter
won first place. Jerry
McCuiston and Mark McClard
won second and Kevin Wolf
and Michael tIghnson won
third. Philip Carter was
awarded a Gold and Silver
Arrows.
The next event was the
Pinewood Derby. Prizes were
awarded first to each Den for
Design and Speed and then an
overall award for Design and
Speed.
The following were the
winners in Design: Den 1,
Phillip Carter First Place;
Michael Johnson Second;
Rusty Wright Third; for Den
2, Comanche Thomas First;
Brent Preddy Second; Will
Futrell Third; for Den 3,
Michael Morgan First; John
Swan Third; for the Webelos,
Brian Doyle First, Rex Monts,
Second; Harry Weatherly
Third.
The winners in Design for
the best overall were: First
Place, Michael Morgan Den 3;
Second Place, Comanche
Thomas Den 2; Third Place,
Phillip Carter Den I.
The winners in the Speed
Contest by Dens were: Den 1,
Jay Wells First; Rusty Wright
Second; Michael Johnson
Third; Den 2, Comanche
Thomas First; Brad
Skierkowski Second; Will
Futrell Third; Den 3, John
Swann First; Michael Morgan
Second; Jerry Broach Third;
Webelos, Brian Doyle First,
Rex Monts Second, Tim
Burtchfield Third.
The -overall winners were:
First Place, Brian Doyle;
Second Place, John Swan;
Third Place, Jay Wells.
The Cubby Award was won
by Den 2 and refreshments
were also served by that Den...
DEN 1 PACK 57 UNIFORM INSPECTION WINNERS and their den leader Mrs. GeraldCarter. Michael Johnson, Kevin Wolf, ,Mark-McCIard, David Randolph. Phillip Carter.Not pictured is terry McCuisfon. -
??IrilZeddi NC.
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Choice of liquid -





East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.






Aartometx drip fitter coffee maker
Melds coffee et Om perfect serving tem-
perature 17 cep coerce selects dock ,
















We Reserve The Right




Bring Your Film Developin
and Printing to us and save!








































lilonding Kit The gentle blonding
f ormula










































































Armour's Veribest Pork Steak













Boneless Center Slice Ham






















































Scot Lad Drinks 
Pringles 
Scot Lad Salad Dressing








































Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON




Limit 1 Per Family
COUPON *VW




t,o/lit 1 Per Family
(1)1.5P ()N




































Expires 4-27-76 Expires 4-27-76 Expires 4-27-76 EKAPes 4-27-76 Expires 4-77-76 Expires 4-7776 Expires 4-77-76 Expires 4-77-76 Expires 4-2776 Expires 4-77-76Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey' Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Store 's _ Good Only At Stor'r Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's Good Only At Storey's
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FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 22, I76
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
- Some complications indicated
in job matters. Beware of in-
stability, emotionalism. Consult
withothers as to the best way to
get on the productive road.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Make your schedule a flexible
one. There are possibilities of
changes and variations in
certain situations — all
promising to be beneficial.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Wait for cues before launch-
ing any project. An activity-
happy person such as yourself
could get into difficult situations.
CANCER
(June 22 to July'231 ee)
Break your day down to
definite essentials and elimin-
ate the unimportant. Do not
engage in untried ventures
except where "dry runs- -seem
feasible.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231
You may now expect a
"different" approach from
others; also a real surprise.
Work c.onsistently on endeavors
which net big dividends.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23
Avoid needless anxiety and
tension. You can deal effec-
tively with diffikult assign-
ments by being your inherent
ingenious and far-seeing self.
LIBRA "
r7(.(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Be realistic now and pursue
only worthwhile goals. Take
temporary delays in stride.
Opportunity offered through
clever use of your creative
ability.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Ingenuity and a fresh ap-
proach to certain situations
. could brighten this .day con-
siderably. Soft-pedal com-
plaints and curb your innate
aggressiveness.
SAGITTARIUS )ev,e0
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Better advantages than you
may anticipate. An especially
good period for revitalizing
projects which you may have
considered dropping.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't be thrown off guard by
fancy-sounding, but possibly
misleading, propositions. Study
the overall picture. Where
there's REAL value, however.
don't hesitate.
AQUARIUS - c4
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
..= 
, Exercise your keen mental
faculties. Some indicated op-
portunities may be missed if
you are too hasty or, worse,
indifferent.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
You may run into some op-
position but you need not let it
disturb your equilibrium or
your sense of humor. You
usually enjoy outwitting op-
posing forces.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with unusual ver-
satility and could succeed in
any one of a wide range of oc-
cupations. In the creative field,
you would make an excellent
writer, musician, artist (in
almost any menium), or
thespian. In the professional
world, as a doctor, surgeon or
nurse, none excels the Taurean.
And your fine organizing ability
and amazing memory for
details qualify you for success
as a business executive. Couple
all this with your innate per-
severance in the face of ob-
stacles, and there's no reason
why you shouldn't reach even
the loftiest of goals. Birthdate
of: Queen Isabella, bf Spain;












dIfy Stitchevy. Reedits Cross
Stitch Kits, Burins Cross
Stitch *tidier Kits
Yarn
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Republicans will
pick 37 delegates to the
national convention during
meetings Thursday through
Saturday in a kind of dry run
for the May 25 presidential
primary.
Despite the delegate lineup
for President Ford or Ronald
Reagan after the state
convention, .the final story
won't come until next month's
balloting.
The outcome then will
decide ',exec-41y- 'how --many
delegates each contender gets
at the national convention—on
the first ballot..
But many observers believe
the first ballot will be the only.
ballot in a two-man contest.
Republican rules dictate
what happens in the district
and state conventions
regarding delegates. Ken-
tucky law dictates what
happens in the state's first
primary.
Under GOP regulations,
three national delegates are
chosen from each of the seven
Congressional Districts and
the remaining 16 are named at
the state convention.
The 1st district convention
will be held Thursday night.
The 2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th
district conventions will be
Friday. The 3rd will be
Saturday morning.
The state convention,
expected to attract about 1,000
delegates from all 120 coun-
ties, is scheduled to begin at 2
p.m. Saturday in the Frank-
fort Sportscenter.
' Although 3,393 delegates are
eligible to attend, most
probably Won't thow'tp. - -
Election of new party of-
ficers has been going on for
weeks at the precinct, county,
district and state levels.




of national delegates could be
somewhat misleading.
Larry Van Hoose, executive
director of the state GOP, said
many selections will stem
from the desire to reward
active party leaders and thus
may. not have too direct a
bearing on any Ford or
Agnew Book Expected
To Be Published Soon
NEW YORK AP) — Spiro
T. Agnew's much-ballyhooed
novel about a future vice
president has something for
just about everyone: an
ambitious politician, a liberal
adviser, a beautiful Cabinet
officer, Israelis, Arabs,
Russians and Chinese.
It is one of those books that
seems designed to make
people wonder, "Who do you
suppose he's really writing
about?"
The book jacket describes
the writer. "The author, Spiro
T. Agnew, lives in Arnold,
Maryland, not far in miles
from Washington, D.C. He
travels the world. He was
formerly Vice President oithe..
United States."
The 344-page book, "The
Canfield Decision," is being
published by Playboy Press.
Publication date is May 17, but
a Playboy Press spokesman
said disribution to bookstores
started about 10 days ago. It
retails for $8.95.
The Agnew book is the latest
in a series of novels by well-
known political figures.
MIAMI (AP) — Old shoes,
discarded clothing, beer cans
and cigarette butts. It's all the
same to 17-year-old Wendy
Stevens: litter. And picking it
up is her hobby.
"Somebody has to do it. This
city should be kept clean,"
says the high school honor




NEW YOFtK (AP) — "JR", ,
a long, complicated novel by
William Gaddis about a 12-
year-old wheeler-dealer in the
modern American business -
world, is the 1976 winner of the
National Book Award for
fiction. ‘,
Gaddis' book won over
"Humboldt's Gift," a novel by
Saul Bellow, who won the
award in 1954, 1965 and 1971,




In arts and letters, Paul
Fussell won for his piece on
the literature that grew out of
World War I, "The Great War
and Modern Memory."
"Passage to Ararat," an
examination of an Armenian
heritage, wen Michael J.
Arlen the award in the con-
temporary affairs category.
In children's literature,
"Bert Breen's Barn," by
Walter Edmonds, was the
winner.
The history and biography
award went to David Brion
Davis for -The Problem of
Slavery in the Age of
Revolution: 1770-1823."
"Self-portrait. in a Convex
Mirror," by John Ashberry,
won in the poetry category.
William F. Buckley Jr. and
former New York City Mayor
Joho,-1/. Lindsay also have
published novels this year.
The hero of the Agnew novel
is Porter Newton Canfield, 48,
vice president of the United
States in 1983 and a potential
presidential candidate in 1984.
He is married — unhappily —
to a wife named Amy who is
more at home in Philadelphia
society: than in the political
atmosphere of Washington.
He has an affair with Meredith
Lord, secretary of health,
education and welfare.
Canfield's machinations and
those of the people surroun-
ding him stretch through
several countries in a complex
plot that is sometimes difficult
to keep straight.
Agnew resigned the vice
presidency Oct. 10, 1973, after
pleading no contest to a
charge of income tax evasion.
He finished the novel and
delivered it to literary agent
Scott Meredith last Novem-
ber. Meredith declined to say
how much Agnew was paid.
collecting other people's
refuse for two years. "I just
saw it all around and figured
that the only way it was going
to change was if people got
inta cleaning up instead of
throWing trash around."
Miss Stevens said she
spends about three hours a
week picking up trash and
putting it in the proper con-
tainers. She concentrates on
smaller items because city
sanitation workers usually
take care of the larger ones.
"Sometimes I'll take an
afternoon and just pick up
trash," she said. "Anytime I
have some time to kill I'll just
start picking up."
In two years of carrying a
big shopping bag and
collecting all types of refuse,
Miss Stevens says one
category of litter is her pet
peeve — cigarette butts. She's
gathered up 25 pounds of them
since beginning her litter-
collecting hobby.
"It's all disgusting, but I
think cigarette butts are the
worst. There's such an
abundance of them, and they
burn the greenery and get all
soggy," she explained.
Miss Stevens said she wants
the city to give her a job
talking to high school students
about litter and singing the
songs she has written about it.
Young people, she said, are
the worst offenders.
"I've made informal sur-
veys of young people and
they're not even conscious of
their actions when they lit-
ter," she said. "That's the
most disturbing thing."
She conceded that her
family and friends think she's
"weird." But she said she's
noticed a change in some of
them lately.
"My friends help me a little
now," she said. "None of then)
litter any more."
Reagan preferences.
This could be true especially
of the 16 at-large delegates to
be named at Saturday's state
convention.
The Kentucky GOP invited a
representative of both Ford
and Reagan to make keyntite
speeches.
Rogers C. B. Morton, the
Ford campaign national
chairman, will return to his
native state for an address.
The Reagan campaign has not
announced its spokesman.
Morton, brother of former
See.- =Thruston Morton,..
has served as counselor to the
President in two cabinet posts












Here's the latest statistic for
the record book af the
women's movement;, the
number of women in-
strumentalists in major
American symphonies has




came up with that conclusion,
also found women con-
centrated in those orchestras
where pay is the lowest.
-Orchestras with, the
highest budgets, longest
seasons and most generous
salaries' tend to have the
fewest women musicians,"
the ,study said. "Whether this
is a natural reflection of the
kinds of work being sought by
women, or a factor of the































terns cannot be determined
without further study."
The league's study
classified a major symphony
as one with a budget of $1
million or more; ..., a
metropolitan orchestra as one
with a budget of from $100,000
to $1 million; an ourban or-
chestra has a budget of $50,000
to $100,000; and a community
orchestra has a budget below
$50,000 yearly.
The study counts more than
6 women now serving in major
orchestras as principals or
section leaders and indicates
that the number of women
principals and. con-
certniaiters also 'Increased irr-
groups with smaller budgets,
classified as metropolitan and
urban-community orchestras.
The data that led to' the 36 per
cent increase in instrumen-
talists was not immediately
released by the league.
It found that in the period
1964-74 the number of women
orchestra managers in-
creased 154 per cent in
metropolitan orchestras and
100 per cent in urban ar4
community ogchedtras. But it
said the figure remained
relatively constant in Major
orchestras, with two women
managers now.
The study found that six
women now serve as or-
chestra music directors.
The league also did a more
recent sampling which
showed that in 1973-74, women
-*eonstituted 42.4 per cent of the
players in urban and com-
munity orchestras. In 1974-75
it found that the number of
women in metropolitan
symphonies was 40.6 per cent
while 24.9 per cent made up
major orchestras.
Bea Meadows racetrack in
California is the West's busiest
track and is located in San
Mateo south of San Francisco.
MISS YOUR PAPER/
Subsoils.' who hove not
received their horns delivered t
copy of The Murray Ledger S.
Times by 5,30 p. m. Monday
Frsday or by 3,30 p. m. on
Saturdays ore urged to coll
753 l916 between 530 p. m.
and 6 p. in.. Monday friday.
or 3.10 p in and 4 p. in
Saturdays to insure delivery
of the newspapei Calls must
be placed by 6 p in weei













































9 or ELSEWHERE 1 94
BABY OIL 1.1710., ELSEWHERE 1 99
BABY
POWDER 1.14

























90 MIN 120 MIN
Vaselne IntensIve Care Lgtion
Regular or Herbal, 10oz
1/aseline Intensive Care
Bath Beads, 16oz
0-Tips Cottcx) Swabs, 170s
Cutex Oily Polish Remover. 4oz
Vaseline Petroleum Jely 7 'hoz
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lUtOGER TUMB0.11Y THE PIECE
Bologna  •
VS. GOV'T. GRADED CHOICE
$148Rib-Steak 
Short Ribs  79c
US GOVT GRADED CHOICE
































ONCE AGAIN THE PRICE PATROL PROVES
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US GOVT GRADE C CHOICE
Rib Roast
MIEN
Stewing Hens Le 59c Tip Steaks is
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Cr is guaranteed for your
total salts, action regardless
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olare your tent RIO The
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Prices effective through Tuesday, April 21 in Iderrey















Pancake Mix lit 69c
SWANSOUT
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Model 6522
SENSATIONAL
WELSH MAPLE BIG K LOW PRICE!









Comes with "Hi-back" safety





HIGH CHAIR PAD . . . 3.22
BASSINETTE PAD . . • 3.57




Maple finish crib feat-
ures drop lock sides with
teething rails all around.
488.REG. 53.88
WELSH 36 COIL INNERSPRING
MATTRESS. . 9.88 REG.12.06
KANTWET DELUXE 70 COIL




11 g 88mi, Reg. 21.33
Baby has lots of room to play in this color-

















sm. Keeps swing going
15 minutes. Nylon




Tip resistant designed high
chair features .contoured hi-
back and king-siie deep dish
feeding tray.
Model 16-130
/ USE YOUR BANK







Safe car seat is heavy vinyl over 2"
foam padded back, seat, head











soft and 2a7b.1 8 8


















21" x 40" first qualit',





















Limit 3 YOUR CHO!CF.
aytime 30's 11- .









OR BANDANA EVENFLO . ----- CURITY;EEDING DISH ;-. 8 BOTTLE FITTED CRIB SHEETS66  DIAPER BAG STERILIZER , WHITE ..... . 1.66 
Quilt
























plasticgi lurse iarypchay ir ha.d
tra\.








Adiustable stand with vi-






Can be a walker or spring
horse! Safety frame seat







Built in pad, strong net,
easy to clean. Folds flat.
Bel-Air Shopping Center



















































8" CAKE ea $1"













































































CHUCKWAGON STEAKS- - - Pim 98c







































































 $ 1 29
LIQUID•10 OFF LABEL
MR. CLEAN 28 .1.89c




David Livers presenting gaiin po
to F.lotse Kavanaugh at
Soutlystiie Ii,A
Gary Covey presenting VIM 00
to Mr and Mrs John Steele at
Northsule IGA
V
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Murray TO anb 'Closter Cub
tirtstutti
ay Wage ingtrs
Gaining Momentum with each Performance.
Murray High School
Award Winning Stage Band
Your donation will assist in sending them to St. Louis
for a Band Festival at Six Flags Over Mid-America.
Tickets available at:
‘!.1_
The Tim and Monica Show
cXet aem -lc/up/gen Jo You
Seen on the Ralph Emery Show
The Grand Old Opry
Performed with Archie Campbell
Lawrence Welk Show




Conrad's Piano & Organs
Wallaces Book Store
Chuck's Music Center nitty - entertaining—
The Poppy Shoppe Performed with the "Lake Side Singers"
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